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Library Seeks Home

No‘Smoking Gun’

Gay Diseases Still 
Baffle Scientists

GAY PHYSICIANS 
KNOCK POPPERS

by Steven. Saylor
Charles Gilman is a man with an 

obvious passion for books. His desk 
at the new location of the Walt 
Whitman Bookshop on Market 
Street looks out over several.thou
sand. volumes 'of gay literature. 
At home he is surrounded by a 
private library at least as large as 
his store's inventory, and when 
Gilman isn’t reading or overseeing 
operations at Walt Whitman, he is 
busy working for the creation of a 
citywide gay and lesbian library.

The idea for the library began 
about six years ago when a group 
of gay bibliophiles, led by the late 
Terry Mangan of the California 
Historical Society, began working 
to establish a collection of homo
sexual-related materials in a public 
library.

With Mangan's suicide in 1977, 
the project was temporarily set aside.

In September 1978. Supervisor' 
Harvey Milk-revived the idea. Dis
cussions were held between repre
sentatives of the gay community, 
including Charles Gilman, and the 
San Francisco Public Library. The 
SFPI. agreed to expand its services 
to the gay community, but was 
unable to organize the compre
hensive gay collection that Milk 
and Gilman envisioned.
. Milk was enthusiastically pur
suing the matter with the San 
Francisco Library Commission when 
Dan White killed him. Again, the 
project was interrupted.

Gilman continued to pursue the 
idea. Eventually, he and others 
formed the San Francisco Lesbian/ 
Gay 'L ibrary Project. Mary Ann 
Frey. Robdrt Colallilo. Beverly 
Sullivan, and Gilman are now its 
board < >f g< ivenors. They abandoned 
plans to associate with the. S.F. 
Public Library, and decided that 
the lesbian and gay library would 
be an independent institution.

The pn gect began Under the fiscal 
sponsorship of the Capp Street 
Foundation, but has more recently 
been placed. like the Harvey Milk 
Archives, under the aegis of the 
Castro Street Fair.

For now. the lesbian and gay 
library remains a dream, actively- 
pursued but not yet established. 
The chief obstacle to the library's 
opening is the hick of a building to 
house the operation.

The project's core collection is 
currently stored in-a private home 
and is not yet accessible to the 
public. The .issembled materials 
are only a- fraction of. what the 
library hopes’to collect. However.

it already contains a number of 
valuable and interesting items, 
especially in the field of older gay- 
serials. such as One magazine, and 
periodicals which published only a 
single issue. Many of these are 
extremely-rare.

Many promised donations of 
books and other materials have not 
yet been oillected, pending location 
of a home for the library. In the 
past. Gilman pointed out, many 
lesbians and gay men who lived 
alone have died, and the private 
libraries they collected over the 
decades have simply been des
troyed. There is no way to estimate 
the number of rare, perhaps unique, 
items that have been lost because 
no centralized collection of gay 
literature existed.

W hat's needed at this time. 
Gilman said, is a really sizeable 
amount of money, a major grant or 
package of ‘,rants. He hopes that 
the library project's association with 
the Castro Street Fair and its 
experienced grant writer will help 
solve the need for initial funding. 
With the imminent closing of several 
branches of the San Francisco Public 
•Library, it is possible that the 
SFL/GL may be able to lease a 
vacated branch library building. 
Such a location, already equipped 
to house a collection of books. would 
be ideal.

One problem in raising funds. 
Gilman claimed, has been a concen
tration of gay fundraising for political 
activities at the expense of philan
thropic enterprises like the library 
project.

However, a similar 'project in 
Los Angeles has been successful in 
establishing the National JJay Ar
chives.

"We’d be quite satisfied to be the 
San Francisco I.esbian/Gay Li
brary."' Gilman commented wryly. 
He also points out that the NGA 
has largely been the creation of one 
man. James Kepner. Gilman hopes 
that the SFL/GI. will be a collective.. 
self-sustaining, and "more profes
sional” enterprise, “divorced from 
personality'." -

The professionalism Gilman en-. 
visions is already evident in the 
SFL GL's team  of professional 
librarians -  some-retired, and others 
employed by corporations, public 
libraries and legal firms. They have 
donated their expertise to establish 
a collection policy and classification 
scheme for the SFL/GL.

Their plans call for the library to 
feature more than books and period 

(Continued on page 8.)

Scientists at the National Center 
for Disease Control in A tlanta 
revealed this week that their statis
tical study of patients afflicted with 
Kaposi's sarcoma, Pneumocystis 
Carinii pneumonia, and related 
diseases points to no single cause 
for the Acquired Immune Deficiency 
Syndrome.

“There is no smoking gun." said 
Dr. James Curran, head of the CDC's 
task force on the baffling outbreak 
of the previously rare diseases found 
among gay men in New York and 
California. “We'll have to piece 
together other bits of information" 
to learn the cause.

CDC Continues 
Cancer Task 
Force Funding

The task force on Kaposi's sar
coma ("gay cancer")at the national 
Center for Disease Control in Atlanta 
is not in danger of being wiped out 
by funding cutbacks, the group’s 
leader said this week. "In fact.” Dr. 
James Curran said, “we have re
cruited new people and are now 
trying to find office space for 
them."

The CDC responded to the KS 
epidemic. Curran explained, as it 
does to all others: “by squeezing 
resources out of itself. We shift 
resources around rather than finding 
them from outside." ,

The KS task force, Curran said, 
requested special funds "when the 
CDC had a  25 percent cut coming. 
That money was subsequently 
restored, so the CDC in general is 
better off than. before.

“We are now w-orking with the 
National Institutes of Health to 
find additional funds elsewhere." 
Curran continued. “We have con
tinually escalated funds and people 
on the project since the beginning.

“This is a difficult problem to 
solve. It is multidisciplinary. It 
requires people inside CDC as well 
as people.from the outside." Curran 
concluded.

Curran said his team is now 
summarizing the data from exhaus
tive questionaires on patients' health 
histories and sex and drug practices. 
The task force will present the 
information to the Epidemic Intelli
gence Service Conference, which

* will meet at the CDC April 18 
through 23. Curran said.

"We are in less of a hurry to 
summarize and publish, since we 
didn't find a smoking gun." Curran 
continued. ‘‘What we are now asking 
is. 'Does anything in our data stand 
out as a recommendation for preven
tion of these diseases?"'

As of March 19. the CDC task 
force had received reports of 285 
c;tses of KS and associated infei-

• tions. Of these. 236 are gay men. 
14 of unknown sexuality. 25 hetero
sexual men. and 10 heterosexual 
women. Curran said.

Curran said he was "not im
pressed" with the epidemiological 
clues provided by interviews with 
several of the female patients. "We 
know some are intravenous drug 
abusers." he said. "They may be 
background cases, part of the 10 or 
l.Scasesof KS among people under 
45 we would expect in the United 
States each year, even if there 
were no epidemic."

California and New York account 
for 75 percent iif the cases. Curran 
continued, and he now wants to 
investigate whether the 25 percent 
from outside those two states may- 
have been exposed to a particular, 
biological agent while visiting the 
New York City. Los Angeles, or 
San Francisco areas, or were ex
posed to it .by someone who had 
visited them.

There are three possible types 
of cause. Curran noted: a specific, 
biologically transmissable agent or 
a cumulation of such agents, use of 
a combination of drugs, o ra  combi
nation of these." he concluded.

Curran ruled out two drugs popu
larly suggested as the single cause 
of the AIDS diseases. Researchers )  
found neither poppers (amyl urf 
butyl nitrite) nor ethyl chloride in 
the drug history of each patient. 
Thus, neither drug individually 
could be the sole cause.

by Randy Alfred
A San Francisco Board of Super

visors committee heard evidence 
on popper safety last week, and the

‘A Lot ot Poppers’

A 28-year-old man collapsed and 
died at the Stud bar on Folsom 
Street last week. Witnesses said 
they had seen Jerry N. Yturralde 
inhaling "a lot of poppers" while 
dancing shortly before midnight on 
Wednesday. March 24.

Coroner Boyd Stephens would 
not comment on the cause of death, 
pending completion of toxicology 
and pathology tests. He said Ytur
ralde was admitted to S.F. General 
Hospital at 12:15 A.M. and pro
nounced dead at 12:47 A.M. on 
March 25. Stephens said a half- 
hour of resuscitation attempts is 
normal for patients admitted without 
life signs.

Pat Walsh, assistant manager at 
the Stud, said a ample of physicians 
who happened to be in the bar 
administered cardio pulmonary re
suscitation, but could not restore a 
pulse or vital signs. Doorman Keith 
Mullske said m e  doctor pounded 
on Yturralde’s chest while the other 
attempted to restore breathing with 
mouth-to-mouth resuscitation.

Walsh said the physicians worked 
for about 20 minutes before a  city 
paramedic ambulance crew arrived. 
Mullske said that the DJ didn't stop 
playing music, because that would 
have only added to the commotion. 
Yturralde collapsed in a comer. 
Mullske said, and paramedics took 
him out the back door.

Walsh said there was a strong 
odor of poppers on Yturraide's 
clothing and that people "reported 
him using a lot of poppers on the 
dance floor."

Eddie Baca said he .was in the 
bar with friends who saw Yturralde 
“snorting a lot of poppers." Baca 
said it appeared Yturralde died 
immediately, as "feces were out of

Municipal Court Judge Mary 
Morgan on March 24 set April 5 for 
a hearing in the case of Timothy * 
Roff and two co-defendants. The 
district attorney has charged Roff, 
son of Deputy Mayor Hadley Roff. 
John Fitzpatrick, and Joseph Brady., 
with misdemeanor battery in an 
alleged anti-gay incident aboard a 
Muni bus on Superbowl Sunday.

Judge Morgan rejected a proposed 
trial date of May 24 as "much' top 
faraway."
. The April 5 hearing will a»nsider 

motions by Assistant D.A. Ken 
Cady to consolidate the cases and 
to “discuver" for the prosecution 
the names and addresses of defense

Bay Area Physicians for Human 
Rights called on the city to regulate 
the sale and labeling of the 
products.

Dr. Robert K. Bolán, chair of the 
BAPHR's Amyl and Butyl Nitrite 
Task Force told the board's health 
and environment committee the 
popper industry must "own up to 
the reality" that the inhalants "are 
being used as recreational drugs 
and should be required by law to 
print health warnings.”

The products are now sold as 
room odorizers or Liquid Incense. 
Representatives of the nitrite in
dustry did not testify at the March 
23 hearing. However. W J .  Freezer, 
president of Pharmex, Ltd,', and of 
Pacific Western Distributing Co., 
which produce and sell Rush and 
other brands of the inhalants, later 
said the products should be regu
lated like alcohol, tobacco, and “other 
drugs that áre not drugs."

Bolán said medical science does 
not know what the effects of long
term popper use are. Short-term 
effects may be injurious to a few 
people, he said, just as there are 
some people who cannot use alaihol 
healthfully. Short term injurious 
effects of nitrites include skin rashes 
and rare, but potentially fatal, forms 
of anemia. Bolán noted.

Bolán cited “the absence of data 
(Continued on next page.)

his pants.”
The coroner said nitrites can 

“sensitize the heart" and cause an 
irregular heartbeat, but there is 
"evidence that he [Yturraldel had 
other medical problems."

Another source in the coroner's 
office said the initial autopsy showed 
a fatty degeneration of the liver 
and other signs of alcoholism.

“He died of stress," said 
Yturraide's lover. Thom Willen- 
becher.

Jorry Yturralde was In the crowd wel
coming the Gay Men s Chorus back lo 
Castro Street last June.

Willenbecher said Yturralde had 
been taking poor care of himself, 
eating little, using poppers "all the 
time." and “drinking more than he 
shquld. He was in a tailspin. falling 
apart physically and mentally. He 
was very depressed. He knew he 
wasn't going to live very long."

Willenbechefc and some of 
Yturraide's friends joined his family 
at funeral services in San Jose last 
weekend.

witnesses. Cady said Roffs attorney 
claims to have a witness or witnesses 
to show that Roff was not involved 
in the attack on two gay men. -

Caesar Belli, son of famed a t
torney Melvin Belli, represents the 
son of the deputy mayor. The 
younger Belli, a law student at the 
University of San Francisco, is an 
intern in the S.F. Public Defender's 
USF Law Clinic.

Morgan is the world's first opehly 
lesbian judge. John Blackburn, the 
public defender's investigator on 
the case. Ron Huberman. the D.A'.'s 
investigator, and Assistant. D.A. 
Cady are also opehly gay.

Dancer Drops, Dies at Stud

Judge Sets Roff Hearing April 5
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GAY CANCER JOURNAL
Treatment and Hope

b> Bobbi Campbell. RN
My doctor told methat the purple 

spots on my feet were gay cancer 
— Kaposi's sarcoma. I was shocked, 
but that was only the first step.

The second step was a diagnostic 
work-up. I had to undergo numerous 
tests to determine if my cancer had 
spread internally. Fortunately, it 
hadn't.

T he third step  was. and is. 
treatment. I'd like to tell you a little 
about cancer, its treatment gener
ally. KS treatment, and most speci
fically. my own treatment.

Cancer is'unusual in that it is not. 
fundamentally, an invasipn of your

body by. foreign organisms. For 
instance, amoebas in your gut will 
give you dysentery.

Cancer is essentially the result 
of your own body's cells running 
amok. Normal cells stop dividing 
and growing. Cancerous cells divide 
and grow without limit, forming a 
tumor mass.

You may have such cancerous 
cells right now. Some scientists 
believe that everyone has a few 
cells which have.the potential to 
form tumors.

Healthy people, however, kill 
these aberrant cells .with their 
immune system — notably their

white bli h <1 cells. These cells reo >g- 
nize defective Ixidy cells and gobble 
them up. like I’ac-Man. If your 
immune system is weakened, you 
risk developing cancer.

There are. generally, three modes 
of cancer treatment. These are 
surgery, radiation, and chemo
therapy. Nurses and doctors sardoni
cally call them "slash, burn, and 
poison."

Surgical removal of the tumor 
and nearby lymph nodes is used 
for tumors like breast cancer.

Radiation t X-rays or lasers I can 
zap small tumors and kill them 
without damaging healthy cells. 
This was the treatment for KS 
before 1980.

In the new outbreak of KS. the 
lesions appear in many places, and 
neither surgery nor radiation are 
feasible. Instead, doctors treat the
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illness with chemotherapy.
In traditional chemotherapy, doc 

tors give drugs by mouth or by 
injection. The drugs poison cells 
which divide rapidly. Thus, cancer 
cells die. Unfortunately, so do cells 
of the'hair follicles, bone marrow, 
and stomach lining.

Researchers are investigating two 
other types of chemotherapy for 
KS. One of these is interferon, a 
substance your own body makes to 
protect its cells front viruses. 
Another is thymosin, an extract of 
the thymus gland." The thymus 
gland is an organ in your neck 
which helps build your immunity.

In addition to these treatment 
modes, it is important not to under 
estimate such supportive actions 
as adequate sleep and exercise, 
got id nutrition, a go<>d attitude, and 
relaxation and visualization: Visuali
zation means you mentally picture 
the cancer cells dying and your 
white blood-cells mopping them 
up. These have all worked miracles 
in cancer patients medically given 
up as hopeless.

A day in the life ...
Monday is my day for treatment. 

I go to the Oncology Clinic at 11C- 
San Francisco.

Ruthie. the receptionist, smiles, 
asks me how I am. and takes my 
blue, plastic clinic ID card. She 
imprints a half-dozen forms with it. 
hands me the forms and the card, 
and sends me down the hall.

There. Linda, the clinic lab tech, 
draws a blood sample. Linda is a 
real peach — besides being nice.

she's also painless. If you've ever 
had to have a weekly blood sample, 
vou know how criiical’that is. If 
Linda's on her break, i'll wail half 
an hour rather than go to the.main 
lab. Other long-time clinic patients 
agree with me.

Nancy, a nurse, takes my temper
ature. pulsé, blood presure. and 
weight. We joke about the latest 
movie, or whatever. Nancy takes 
me to one of the examining rooms, 
and I wait for my doctor.

In he comes. Donald is a hell of a 
guy — sensitive, compassionate, 
concerned, competent — and 
human. When I called him at home 
one night for some non-emergency, 
he laughed and put me at ease.

Donald and I chat about my trip 
to Yosemite. and then we get down 
to business. I pul on one of those 
horrible hospital gowns. “Don't you 
have one in denim?" I ask.

He checks me over, head to toe. I 
show him the herpes sore on my 
lip. and he gives me some ointment 
and makes an appointment with 
the oral-medicine clinic.

"Let's see if your counts are 
back.'-' says Donald. He refers to 
the blood sample that Linda drew 
earlier. If my count of white blood 
cells is too low. I won’t get chemo
therapy today. Chemo lowers the 
production of white cells in my 
bone marrow, and if my count is 
already low-, it would be dangerous 
for me to be treated. It's OK today 
— hooray!

Just down the hall is a treatment 
room with a bed and an overstuffed

POPPERS
(Continued from front page.) 
on the long-term (10 to 30 years) 
use of the agents . . . .  Some data 
available should send up bright 
caution flags.” He referred to animal 
and bacterial studies linking nitrites 
to cancer.

Bolan also cited an article in the 
British medical journal Lancet 
linking popper inhalation with 
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syn
drome. AIDS is the breakdown in 
the body's resistance which has led 
to the outbreak of previously rare 
forms of cancer and pneumonia 
among gay men.

The Feb. 20.1982 journal article 
reported that among a group of 15 
healthy, gay. male volunteers, seven 
of the eight who were regular nitrite 
users had immune-system Changes 
similar to those of persons with 
AIDS diseases. Only one of seven 
non-users of nitrites showed these 
changes.

The Lancet article had only a 
small research sample and did not 
control for other factors which might 
have characterized the eight men 
with the immune-system changes. 
These might include the use of 
other recreational drugs, sexual \  
practices, and disease history. /

For that reason. Bolan conceded, 
the research is by no meaps con
clusive. When it is coupled with 
other data on nitrites, though, it is 
highly suggestive, he noted.

(In Atlanta. Dr. James Curran, 
team leader of the national Center 
for Disease Control's task force on , 
immune deficiency, said this week 
that the Lancet study "didn't con
vince" him that poppers are the 
culprit.)

Bolan based his testimony to the , 
supervisors on the BAPHR task

force's review of the "available 
medical and other scientific data."

"No studies could be found." he 
said, "that investigated con
sequences of high-intensity use" of 
poppers. He also stressed that "no 
studies have been made that have 
measured the amount of nitrite 
absorbed into the body through its 
recreational inhalant use. or what 
happens to it once it has been 
absorbed."

Bolan said that manufacturers of 
poppers should be required "either 
to alter their products chemically" 
so they could be used only as room 
odorizers or "to sponsor appropriate 
scientific research designed to 
determine if butyl and amyl nitrite 
cause cancer or other serious 
disease." Raymond Deiken. Dr. 
William J. Kapla, and Dr. Mark 
Moskowitz, collaborated with Bolan 
on the task force.

Dr. Richard Hamilton told the 
committee it would be "fruitless” to 
attempt to “legislate this public- 
health menace out of existence." 
He suggested instead a six-point 
program:
• public education;
• sale of poppers in ampule form 

only;
• sale only in pharmacies, as a 

drug;
• a  label warning that inhalation of

more than 12 ampules per person 
per month may "adversely" 
affect health;

• a ban on advertising, especially 
that with sexual overtones; and

• a tax on the product to sponsor 
research into its long-term effects. 
Hamilton formulated the 12-per-

month recommendation before the 
advent of the gay AIDS outbreak. 
It should perhaps be even lower. 

. he suggested.
Nitrites manufacturer-distributor 

Freezer said he was aware of the 
hearing but chose not to attend it.

Mayor Surveys Crime Victims
Mayor Dianne Feinstein an

nounced on March 22 the 'm ost 
intensive survey of crime victims 
ever attempted by San Francisco 
cr focusing on victims who did not 
repibrt to police.

"One of my highest priorities as 
mayor is to do something to reduce 
violent crime in San Francisco." 
Feinstein said. “We can more 
effectively fight grime when we 
know more about it. I urge all San 
Franciscans who have suffered 
crimes to come forth and make this

survey work."'
Studies indicate 60 percent of all 

victims of violent crimes in the city 
do not report them, the mayor 
pointed out. Thus little is known 
about the majority of violent crimes.

Questionnaires with five basic 
.questions' will seek to learn the 
extent to which crimes are motivated 
by race. sex. sexual orientation, 
religion or other reasons by asking 
victims why they think they were 
attacked. These are thequestions:

Mayor's Victim Survey
. If you were the victim of a violent 
personal attack in 1981 in San 
Francisco, and you lived in the 
city when it happened, please 
answer the following questions:

1. Please describe the nature 
of the attack (include approxi
mate date, time and area of 
they City where it occurred).

2. Did you suffer any losses or 
injuries? Please describe.

3. In your opinion, what was 
the reason for the attack?

4. Did you report it to the 
police? If no. why not?

you need from governmental 
or community agencies that 
was not made available to
you?

What is your age? Race? Sex?
You may mail your answers to: 

Mavor's Victim Survey. Rm. 159. 
City Hall. S.F.. CA. 94102. or 
drop them off « t any one of the 
five public health centers, located 
a t 3850-17th St.; 1301 Pierce St.; 
1525 Silver Ave.; 1490 Mason 
St.; or I35l-24th Ave.; M-F. 8 
A.M. to 5 P.M.

Please indicate that you read 
the survey in The Sentinel.

chair. I opt fur the chair, and Claudia, 
the chemo nurse, comes in and 
starts an intravenous line in my 
arm. She checks frequently t< ■ make 
sure that the needle is in my vein 
— the medicine would seriously 
damage the tissues if it leaked into 
the muscle.

The needle is OK. so she shoots 
in the medicine. I don't feel a thing. 
I get a drug called Vinblastine. It 
could cause me to throw up. or to 
make my hair fall out. but I've been 
lucky so far. I do keep an anti
nausea pill in my pocket, just in 
case.

After the drug goes in. Claudia 
flushes my vein with half a pint of 
sterile salt water. She takes out the 
needle and puts on a Band-Aid. 
and I'm done.

At the front desk. I make an 
appointment for next Monday, and 
I walk out into the world. Normal to 
all appearances, no one would 
suspect that I've just spent four 
hours being treated for cancer.

After diagnosis, work-up. and 
treatment, the fourth step is cure. 
A cancer cure is sometimes defined 
as five years without a recurrence. 
I'm nut cured yet. and it will take 
years of waiting. Still, every day — 
especially Monday — I'm filled 
with hope.

Bobbi Campbell.. Registered 
Nurse, is studying for a Master's 
Degree in Nursing at the Unircrsity 
o f California a t San Francisco as 
an Adult Health Nurse Practitioner, 
specializing in gay health care.

He will submit a statement in writing 
before the next hearing, he saic^

Freezer called Hamilton's sug
gestions "impractital." He saidthat 
Pacific Western and Pharmex, Ltd., ■ 
have "already spent more money 
on research than any conceivable 
tax could levy and even more 
money, a s a percentage of income, 
than any drug company."

Freezer suggested that the Fed
eral Bureau of Alcohol. Tobacco, 
and Firearms become the “Bureau 
of Alcohol. Tobacco. Nitrites, and ‘ 
Firearms. Maybe there should be a 
tax stamp on each bottle, and maybe 
that money should go to research, 
although the tax on alcohol doesn't 
support research and rehabilitation 
in that area."

Supervisor Doris Ward, vice-chair 
of the health and environment 
committee, requested the hearing 
last fall at the suggestion of the 
Committee to Monitor the Cumula
tive Effects of Poppers. That group 
also sparked the formation of the 
BAPHR task force. The hearings 
were thrice postponed, pending 
the completion of BA PHR's review 
of the literature.

Health and Environment chair. 
Nancy Walker and member Wendy 
Nelder joined Ward in praising 
BAPHR, the monitor group, and 
others who testified. The Health 
and Environment committee. 
Walker said, has requested the city 
attorney's opinion on the power o f ' 
San Francisco, as a city or as a 
county, to regulate popper sales or 
packaging or to require warnings. 
The field might be  pre empted by 
state law. she noted. The committee 
will take up the matter again, after 
the city attorney issues his opinion.

Clinic Stresses 
VD Awareness

City Clinic's campaign for April’s 
VD Awareness month will focus 
on “self-referral" of sexual partners.

The campaign stresses the impor
tance of every infected individual 
to refer sexual partners to a doctor 
or clinic if suspicion arises concern
ing a venereal or sexually trans
missible disease.

Many times the infected patient 
is the only one receiving medical . 
attention, but this acocunts for only 
part of the problem. The remainder 

. of . the  problem centers on the 
infected patient's sex partners. The 
majority of people don't realize that 
by not actively referring all partners 
to a doctor or medical clinic, the 
partners could potentially develop 
the disease and spread it toothers.

Some patients are repeatedly 
infected with an STD. because after 
they are treated, they continue to 
hhve sejc  ̂with untreated partners 
and become reinfected. This "ping: 
pong" effect is halted when peopfe; 
take a more responsible role irt; 
assuring their partners get a VD 
check up and clean bill of health.

The majority of infected women 
and a certain percentage of infected 
men have no symptoms: If nof 
actively referred to a medical facility 
by the infected individual, they, 
run a  gcxxl chance of serious, perma
nent damage to. their reproductive 
organs or other bodily functions.
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CITY
Gaycare Cites 
Funding Gap

Gaycare reported that «ay organi
zations in the city fell $1 million 
short of their expectations in 1981. 
The organization's 16-page report 
attributed the "donation gap" to a 
lack of coordination among the 
various organizations raising funds 
and repeated targeting of the same, 
somewhat small group of potential 
donors. Although each group's 
individual expectations in 1981 were 
not unrealistic, the report concluded, 
the collective burden was too great.

The Gaycare report recom
mended:
• gay non profit organizations must 
approach 1982 financial plans and 
commitments with extreme caution;
• a much broader base of contribu
tors and volunteers will be essential;
• considerable time and effort must 
be directed toward “consciousness 
raising" in the community;
• organizations must become more 
aware of how they affect each other 
and make, more effort to share infor
mation and otherwise cooperate: 
and
• increasingly professional * ap 
proaches to internal management, 
cost control, and financial planning 
are necessary for all organizations.

Sam B. Puckett was project 
manager for the report. Gaycare 
can be reached at P.O. Box 22612. 
S .F , CA. 94122.

BWMT: Gay Bars 
Segregated

Gay bars in San Francisco are 
highly segregated in terms of em
ployment and patronage according 
to a recent survey conducted by 
Black and White Men Together.

The study—which was conducted 
by the San Francisco chapter of 
this international association of gay 
m en—covered 99 gay-male bars. It 
revealed that 78 percent of the 
bars were at least 88 percent white 
and 29 percent exclusively white. 
It also showed that ethnic minorities 
were employed tnostly in bars not 
patronized by' whites.

The survey was taken on Feb. 5 
by 16 teams which recorded the 
number of employees visibly on 
duty and their race. They noted 
the specific jobs of non-white em
ployees. as well as the racial 
breakdown of the,clientele and the 
type of.bar.

CRIR Quits Coalition
The board of directors of Con

cerned Republicans for Individual 
Rights has voted, 7 4 , to withdraw 
from the Coalition for Human Rights. 
CRIR maintained that CHR was 
not an “umbrella organization... 
attempting to coordinate the activi-' 
ties of the separate member organi
zations.”

Instead, the Republican group 
maintained, the coalition had become 
“a separate political organisation 
unto itself with its own separate 
agenda...not, to say the least, philo
sophically consistent with the out
look of CRIR.'"

CRIR wrote CHR that the "deci
sion was not made in haste or 
anger," and that CRIR is willing to 
cooperate.with CHR “in the context 
ofspecific action on behalf of well- 
defined objectives."

A recant plenary saaslon ot the COALI
TION FOR HUMAN RIGHTS al ttia New 
Collage hall Concerned Republicans 
tor IndMdual.Rights has withdrawn from 
the CHR.

Arsonist Sane
A judge ruled on March 26 that, 

the man who set the $6 rrjillion,

discrimination based on sexual 
orientation. At first, Renne said 
merely that she would support the 
bill, but she later pledged to become 
a co-sponsor as well.

Members of the Milk Club were 
distrustful of Renne's close alliance 
with S.F. Mayor Dianne Feinstein. 
Both Candidates pledged to support 
whomever wins the primary in the 
newly carved district, which indudes 
all of Marin and parts of San 
Franrisco, San Mateo, and Solano 
Counties.

STATE

FOLSOM FIRE: A judge found convicted 
arsonist Oils J. Bloom, Jr. sane In last 
July's $6 million blaze.

July 10 Folsom Street fire was 
sane. Superior Court Judge Edward 
Stem set sentencing for Otis J. 
Bloom, Jr., for April 23. Bloom, 39, 
faces a  maximum of nine years in 
prison.

BAY
Stanford Studies 
Gay History
Stanford: The Gay People’s Union 
here is assisting in the organization 
of a Gay Oral History Project at 
Stanford University, focusing on 
the experience of gay men and 
lesbians on campus. The project 
will form part-of the course work of 
a gay studies class.

GPU is currently compiling a list 
of contacts — individuals with per
sonal knowledge and experience of 
gay life at Stanford, who are willing 
to be interviewed. Potential contacts.

, especially those with experiences 
in the pre-Gay Liberation era. are 
urged to call- the GPU Archives 
Project at 497-1488. Ginfidentiality 
will be provided for interviewers 
w;ho wish their orientation to remain 
private.

Quakers Befriend
San F rancisco: The American 
Friends Service Committee has 
organized a Lesbian and Gay Task 
Force in northern California.

AFSC, a Nobel Peace Prize
winning Quaker organization work
ing for peace, justice and non-violent 
social change since 1917. is unique 
in its inclusion of lesbians and gay 
men in its affirmative-action out
reach. AFSC's commitment to equal 
rights for lesbians and gay men 
stems from a profound Quaker belief 
in the dignity and worth of every 
person.

AFSC's new Lesbian and Gay 
Task Forcé is designed to assist in 
implementing this commitment and 
in bringing to the greater public an 
awareness of lesbian and gay rights 
issues.

Privacy Panel 
Appoints Bay Gays
San Francisco — The State Com
mission on Personal Privacy has 
appointed a Bay Area committee 
to collect, assess and present in 
clear language the most up-to-date 
information on all areas of sexual 
orientation related to issues of 
personal privacy.

The committee-is looking for 
research assistants or associates, 
typists, library researchers, Spanish 
translators, and others who wish to 
volunteer for a month or two to 
work on the committee’s report 
which will.be submitted for the 
commission's review in June.

If interested, submit a brief 
resume and statement of interest 
to: Drs. William Paul and Phyllis 
Lyon. G>-Directors, Education Pro
ject on Sexual Orientation. Depart
ment of Psychology. San Francisco 
State University, 16Q0 Holloway. 
San Francisco. CA, 94132.

Boxer, Renne Debate
San Francisco -  The two leading 
candidates for the 6th Gmgressional 
District Democratic nominàtion held 
the first of eight projected debates 
before a predominantly gay audi 
ence on March 23. Marin County 
Supervisor Barbara Boxer and S.F. 
Supervisor Louise Renne each told 
150 people at the Hqrvey Milk Gay 
Democratic Club that , she had 
supported gay rights in the past 
and would continue to do so in the 
future.

Boxer pledged to become a co
sponsor of the federal bill banning

CDC Cans Coors
Fresno — The California Demo
cratic Council at its convention on 
March 19 to 21 reaffirmed its 
support of the boycott of all G>ors 
products and pledged moral and 
financial assistance to the boycott 
organizers.

The resolution took Coors to task 
for alleged union-busting activities. 
Coors family support of right-wing 
causes, and "attempts by the Coors 
empire to encroach upon the First 
Amendment." through "a bogus 
'conspiracy' lawsuit against union 
representatives Howard Wallace 
and David Sickler."

Guv Pledges U.S. 
Rights Support
San Francisco — Gov. Jerry Brown 
told gay supporters of his campaign 
for U.S. Senate that he would fight 
for federal legislation banning dis
crimination based on sexual orienta
tion. Brown made the statement to 
125 people who paid S I00 a  plate 
for a fund-raising luncheon on March 
25.

Joe Hart Dies
Santa Cruz — Joe Hart. 61, an 
early gay activist, died at his home 
here on March 12. friends reported. 
His colorful life included experiences 
in the Royal Canadian Air Force, 
as a Jesuit priest, and as a Sufi 
master.

NATION
ACLU Challenges 
Prison Censors
Portland. OR -  The American 
Civil Liberties Union of Oregon 
filed a class-action lawsuit on March 
1 charging that mail censorship by 
state officials violates the constitu
tional rights of senders and recipi
ents. The ACLU worked w-ith Town 
Council Foundation representative 
Keeston Lowery in determining 
the censorship of mail to gay 
prisoners at Oregon State Peniten
tiary. TCF is a Portland gay social- 
service organization.

Although the suit covers many 
areas of censorship, it specifically 
charges that prison officials censored 
materials relating to homosexuality 
without regard to the specifics of 
the individual record of the inmate, 
despite the fact that explicit homo
sexual erotic materials are freely 
available from the OSP.

Editors S till Uptight
New York — A Columbia Journal
ism Review article suggests that 
most newspaper editors are still 
uptight about covering gay stories 
or having openly gay reporters on 
their staffs. The story in the March/ 
April issue of the prestigious journal 
highlights two openly gay reporters: 
Joe Nicholson of the New York Post^_ 
and Ràndy Shilts of the San Fran
cisco Chronicle.

Author Ransdell Pierson con
cludes that “editors have a responsi
bility to provide a  newsroom climate 
in which reporters. straight or gay. 
can suggest that stories about gays 
be pursued without fearing that 
their motives will be questioned or 
their future at the paper imperiled."

GRNL Warns On 
New Nominee
W ashington—Gay Rights National 
Lobby reported March 26 that 
Robert A. Destro, former general 
counsel to the Catholic League on 
Religious and Civil Rights, is being 
considered for nomination to the 
U.S, Civil Rights Commission.

Destro's personal views on justice 
for gays are unknown a t this point. 
However, the Catholic League on 
Religious and Civil Rights, which 
has close association with thé anti
gay. far-right journal The Wanderer. 
brought suit in the late 1970s to try 
to block 1RS tax-exempt status for

gay-rights organizations.
The Senate has already confirmed 

the appointment of Clarence Pendle
ton as chair of the commission. 
Pendleton supports the Equal RighLs 
Amendment and extension of the 
Voting Rights Act. He believes 

- "homosexuals are people, and. if 
they have their civil rights violated, 
they need protection."

Herpes Ointment 
Due in 30 Days
W ashington -  Following the Food 
and Drug Administration’s approval 
this week of a prescription ointment 
to help control genital herpes. Bur
roughs Wellcome Co. promised to 
have its version of the product. 
Zovirax, in drug stores in 30 days. 
The FDA said the drug, acyclovir 
ointment, is not a cure, but will 
help shorten episodes of the 
disease.

Genital herpes is a painful and 
incura.ble venereal disease that the 
national Center for Disease Control 
in Atlanta said is epidemic, growing 
by 400.000 cases a year.

GRNL Woos 
Unions
W ash in g to n -T h e  Gay Rights 
National Lobby has launched a 
major project aimed at gaining 
official endorsements from organized 
labor. The first priority for support 
'is the American Federation of State. 
Giunty, and Municipal Employees, 
which has historically been a leader 
among unions on issues of social 
and economic justice.

“Unions have been a critical force 
for passage of previous civil-rights 
legislation." remarked Steve En- 
dean, GRNL's executive director. 
At its 1980 convention, AFSCME 
voted to add “sexual orientation" 
to its non-discrimination policy with 
regard to union membership.

All openly gay and lesbian 
AFSCME members and anyone 
else who would like to help with 
this essential effort are urged to 
contact Susan Green at GRNL, 
P.O. Box 1892, Washington. D.C. 
20013.(202)546-1801.

Dallas Calls Confab
Dallas -  The Dallas Gay Alliance 
has called a national conference. 
“Celebrating the Movement: Organi
zing for the Future," for August 13 
to 15 here. The stated purpose of 
the conference is “to educate, inform, 
and share with woipen and men 
from other organizations, the experi- 

' ences. goals, and expectations of 
the human rights movement for 
homosexuals."

For more information, contact 
the DGA, P:0. Box 35011. Dallas. 
TX. 75235.

Gays Plan 
Church Zap
Malibu — Homosexuals /from 
Churches of Christ .in Oregon. 
Washington, and California will be 
additional surprise participants 
attending the 39th annual Bible 
Lecturship of Pepperdine University 
hereon April 20 to 23. It will be the 
first such gathering of gays from 
this religious organization, which 
shares the same religious heritage 
as the more liberal Disciples of 
Christ denomination.

WORLD

1983: International 
Lesbian Year

N Brussels —Delegates attending the 
International Lesbian Information 
Service’s third conference here have 
declared 1983 as International Les
bian Year. Campaign reported.

The organization hopes to pro
mote lesbian and gay culture world
wide through the declaration, as 
well as confront international groups, 
like the World Health Organization, 
which still consider homosexuality 
a disease.

Dutch Reject 
Gay Sperm
U tre c h t-A  sperm bank at the 
University of Utrecht in this Dutch 
city will not accept sperm donations 
from hbmosexuals. Campaign re
ported.

“We don't know if homosexuality 
is hereditary," said Prof. W. Kremer. 
head of the sperm bank. “It's not 
our purpose to-produce more homo
sexuals in' a world where for the 
most part they suffer discrimina
tion."

State’s Gay Emoloyees 
Seek Equal Treatment

The California State Employees 
Association has agreed to include a 
prohibition against sexual-orienta
tion.discrimination as a collective
bargaining demand in future nego
tiations with the state, according to 
Cleve Jones, administrative assistant 
to Assemblymember Art Agnos.

Jones met March 29 with Boyce 
Hinman, vice-president of Ad
vocates for Lesbian and Gay State 
Employees, and other representa
tives of the gay community to 
discuss issues concerning lesbian 
and gay state employees.

An executive order currently 
protects gays and lesbians from

discrimination in state employment, 
but Jones cautioned that a governor 
more conservative than Jerry Brown 
could rescind his order.

Hinman has filed a discrimination 
complaint with the state personnel 
board to force the state to include 
in its health plan a provision to 
cover the lovers of gay and lesbian 
employees, just as it covers the 
spouses of their straight counter
parts.

ALGSE is an organization of 
lesbian and gay state employees 
with chapters in Sacramento and 
San Francisco.

— D.L.

/  GET THE GAY TEMP! A
W ord P rocessing  & S ecre ta ria l H elp  by Bob

Your place -  My skill, brains & hard work 
10 years' experience including 3 years' legal 

Shorthand & Typing al 100 wpm 
NBI 3000. Xerox 850 & 860. IBM Memory. Mag. & 6240 

BA in English. UC Berkeley 1975 
Employers love me -  you will too'.

Call 647-6827 24 H oar Answering Service

CHIROPRACTIC
A Holistic Approach to Health

Specializing in:

• Athletic injuries

• Headaches
•  Neck & shoulder pains

D R  RICK PETTI1 
Call Today 552-7744 

470 C astro S t ,  Suite 205 
SFCA 94114

if a B U R G L A R
breaks into your 
home tonight...

•  Will you be safe?
• Will everything of value be taken?

Call today for a 
FREE SECURITY SURVFY

Protect-fill 285-9882
S e c u  ■ ■ t . y  s y s t e m s  M e m b e r G G B A

B u rg la r A n d  F ire  A larm s  — 24 H pu r C en tra l S tation
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MAKING DEALS: Why don't we 
just let Los. Angeles take the 
Oakland Raiders in return for all 
southern California claims to north
ern waters. At kickoff of the Raider's 
first home game in the Coliseum, 
we bum the plans for the Peripheral 
Canal.

You don't like that idea? How 
about this? If the A’s play the 
Dodgers in the World Series, o r in 
the less likely event that the Giants 
play the Angels, the outcome of the 
Peripheral Canal issue is staked on 
the result of the series.. We win', no 
cana l They win, canal is built.

Think of all the canipaigq money 
we’d save, between October and 
the election.

No, I'm not willing to stake the 
canal on the Giants-vs.-Dodgers 
season series. But, if you want to 
talk about A’s  vs. Angels, well 
that’s a different story.

MAKING DONE: Making Love 
closes at all its Bay Area theaters 
today, after a seven-week run. 
Myma Masoff, publicity and promo
tion m anager for Twentieth Cen
tury-Fox’s W estern division, said 
that was a  successful run, as four- 
to-six weeks is the standard run for 
similarly promoted films.

MAKING PLANS: Gay Teachers 
and Schoolworkers founder and 
mainstay Torn Ammiano is not 
running for S.F. Board of Education 
this year: Ammiano had considered 
it but has decided instead to throw 
his support behind Sodonia Wilson, 
a black, female, educator. Three 

. seats are up this fall,' and Jule 
Anderson, another black woman, 
is the only incumbent not running 
for re-election.

Ammiano still hqs his eye on the 
1984 four-seat, school-board race, 
though; Meantime, he continues to 
teach English as a second language 

• in two S.F. elementary schools.

He’s  also pursuing a comedy career, 
as z  "stand-up teacher."

Casting.a sardonic glance at the 
White House. Ammiano notes: “The 
only difference between stand-up 
comedy and politics is that, in 
politics, the jokes get elecled."

MAKING W HOOPEE: Speaking 
of politics. Scott Sm|th, (thè widow 
Milk) and roommate Chuck Frut- 
chey are hosting a party to benefit 
Robert Barnes'campaign for BART 
board. It's Saturday, April 10, 7  to 

. 11 P.M:. at 3 9 3 0 17th St-, between 
' Noe and Castrò. T hree to 25 bucks 

get you food and a'no-host bar, and. 
believe me, these folks know how 
to party.

MAKING U P: Speaking of parties, 
get out your Max Factor. This 
year's Closet Ball is set for May 15. 
Tickets for the city’s "most out
rageous coming-out party” go on 
sale April 11 only at Atlas S&L 
and thereafter at the Record House 
and Urban Country.

MAKING SEN SE: That would 
be Harry Britt, a former minister 
and theologian, who made some 
sage comments to the first national 
convention of the Gay Atheist 
League of America late last summer. 
(Yeah, I know that was a while 
back, but Tfie Sentinels  former 
management missed a few issues 
last fall, and I didn't get the chance 
to let you in on this then.)

“It’s not we who are being tested 
as the church struggles with homo
sexuality,” Rev. Harry said. “The 
utter failure of the church, and I 
think primarily of the Christian 
community, to deal with the ex
perience of womén, and to  deal 
with the experience of gay people, 
does not gi ve them much creidibility 
as moral spokespersons on this 
planet.

“And, I think all we have to say

CIRCLE OF CONTROVERSY
I have a difference of opinion 

with,“Steven Saylor’s review of 
Schlondorffs film Circle o f  Deceit 
(“Apocalypse in Beirut,” 3/18/82).
I think that this film is not quite so 
much about civilization and bar
barism as it is about life within the 
imperialist center — in this case, . 
Germany — compared with life on 
the periphery of the imperialist 
countries — in this case, Lebanon. 
To be more specific, it is about the 
equivalence of the “peace" within •' 
the  center and the war on the peri
phery.

The film doesn’t politicize much . 
about the internal Lebanese situa
tion, but it does expose the oppor
tunism of the bourgeois press 
relative.to this situation. There is a . 
correspondence between the vio
lence that Laschen sees in Beirut 
and  the press meeting back in 
Germany at the end of the film, 
where the harvest of photos is laid 
out on the table.

Also, I think that the word “apoca
lypse" is too frequently used, espe
cially in film criticism, and even if 
the word applies somehow, hearing 
it again and again has created a 
deadness ... a very bad deadness.

Carl Wiener 
Sqn Francisco'

TAXING ISSUES 
Your March 18 issue had an 

“ask" on page 4. The question was 
“Done your taxes yet? Getting your 
money’s worth?"

The replies from those asked are 
un-American. T he ir citizenship 
should be taken away from them.

Let them go to central America 
or Cuba. They are ah ungrateful 
bunch of democrats.

They have abused the constitu
tion and deserve no^ympathy. To 
show any is anti-liberty.

William John Healey III 
San Francjsco

to the church is. ’It's up to you. You 
are the ones that are being tested. 
You have to show us whether your 
Christ really identifies with our 
experience. You have to show us 
whether your doctrines are  really 
adequate to make sense of the 
incredible richness and beauty that 
is available among lesbians and 
gay men. And ydiir notion of love 
will be tested by its ability to do 
something other than tell us you 
love us enough to make us want to 
be as narrow as you are.

“And whethe/ the church answers 
that question or not in a way that 
makes it viable in the future, we 
are going to be viable in the future. 
And while they're struggling with 
our experience, we should not push 
ourselves out of shape overmuch to 
struggle with theirs, because we 
have more important things to do.

“My sense is that all the com
munities out of which we come, 
religious and Madalyn M urray 
O'Hair, need more from us than we 
need from them, in the sense of 
offering this world a  vision of non
sexist, non-violent, non-force- 
oriented, non-competitive, loving, 
accountable ways of human beings 
relating together on a planet that 
can live in peace.”

MAKING BELIEV E: Victor/Vic
toria. Blake Edwards' new flic, 
stars Julie Andrews as a woman 
posing as a male drag queen. That 
is. she plays a woman playing a 
man playing women.

I can't wait until San Francisco's 
own Michelle- Mike Genre -  does 
a drag- version of Victor Victoria. 
Mike would bo a drag queen placing 
a woman placing .a drag queen. 
Got that? It's a man playing a 
w oman placing a woman whoplavs 
a man who pines women.

MAKING A NAM E: A family
■counselor told, sex educators-this 
week that it's a mvth that drug> 
improve sex. His name is Joel /. 
Spike.. No foolin'.

LIKE DAD, LIKE DAUGHTER
I cast one voté in the last election 

of supervisors which I thoroughly 
regret, and that was for Wendy 
Nelder.

Supervisor Nelder has proved to 
be her father’s daughter, the former 
police chief from the days when 
San Francisco was a fief of the 
police department.

Nelder’s sponsoring of an anti- 
pornography law which included a 
provision to require finger-printing 
of bookstore'owners is an indication 
of her.respect for civil liberties.

Next election it would be in.the 
best interest of the gay community 
to see the board of supervisors is 
minus Nelder. N.

Tom H. Youngblood 
San Francisco

The Sentinel welcomes letters 
from readers. Please include a phone 
number, so we can verify that you 
indeed sent the letter which appears 
above your name. Wc will not 
consider multiple-copy letters for  
publication.

Losing Interest in Sex
by Jim  Boland, Ph.D.

Dear Head .Space:
Why would someone who is other

wise very healthy begin to lose interest 
in sex? I  really don't have a lover, 
but there are two guys Vue slept with 
regularly <. ver the last four years.

They are my primary sexual 
connection, since I  am uneasy with 
anonymous or too-casual sex andthe  < 
probability o f  disease. But Ido  trick 
now and then.

Anyway; in all situations. I  find  
myself in a kind o f take-it-or-leave- 
it place and really think I  could get 
along fine  with no sex at all, except I  
would miss thé chance for closeness 
with another person.

But it's frightening to think I  am 
losing my sex drive already! Why do 
men lose their sex drive? Is it normal?

Worried in San Carlos 
Dear Worried:

You don’t mention erection or 
ejaculation problems, so we are 
assuming that the issue is  sexual 
drive (the desire or “urge" for sex.) 
and not performance. We under
stand how disquieting your exper
ience is and why you might assume 
some dramatic possibility like “losing 
your sex drive," but we want to . 
assure you right off that such an 
occurence is highly unlikely. /
. Mapy men do have highs and . 

lows around sexual needs and 
activity, usually related-to more 
general physical states like fatigue 
or illness.

There’s a  lot of difference in the 
average level of sexual need, interest 
and activity, but once.a level of 
sexual.drive has been demonstrated, 
it is rare for a man to "lose it."

Age is the most common influence 
in the realm of 110111131 change in 
this area. Research suggests that 
males peak sexually, around age 
18—and you thought 40 was over 
the hill! From this standpoint, almost 
everyone reading this column is 
experiencing decreasing sexual 
drive. But the changes áre minuscule 
in a daily sense and wouldn't account 
for what you're noticing.

& Allan Sable. Ph.D.
We assume that your description, 

of "otherwise very healthy" is based 
on evidence from a comprehensive 
medical check-up. If not. you should 
get one, since a decrease in sexual 
need o r activity over an extended 
period of time can be a symptom of 
other physical concerns. Be sure to 
share your sexual issues with the 
examining physician.

If you have checked-out as having 
no physical reason for the changes 
you are experiencing (and that 
includes , your level of drug and 
alcohol usage), then.there's probably 
nothing going on with your “sexual 
drive” at all. The answer more 
likely lies in sexual interest as - 
mentioned in the opening lines of 
your letter. Though interest is 
usually low in individuals who are 
experiencing physical impediments 
(this is not necessarily so) it can 
also wane without any changes in 
our sexual physiology or bio
chemistry.

So, why might one’s sexual 
interest be on the decline? A 
thorough exploration of this will 
require some ongoing work with a 
therapist, and we can suggest some 
possibilities that you may wish to 
explore with him.

The first and probably most 
obvious relates to some of the 
qualitative aspects of your sexual 
experience-especially more recent 
encounters or relationships. Basic
ally. it's a m atter of whether sex'is . 
fun o f a hassle.

Many things can make sex a 
hassle: over emphasis on pleasing 
(or impressing! one's partner, in
ability to ask for and get what one 
needs for pleasure, rigid sexual 
"scripts" that result in boredom, 
and many other possibilities. If 
your sexual encounters are more 
hassle than pleasure, it would be 
no surprise for you to lose interest. 
Why bother?

Another area that may influence * 
sexual interest involves the motiva
tional part of sex. What, besides

pleasure and physical release, have 
you.leamed to use sex to achieve? 
Do you still need that? If you do, 
are you achieving the desired 
result?

A common exam ple revolves . 
around the need "for recognition or 
personal confirmation. Early on. 
we connect other’s  sexual response 
to us as proof of our attractiveness 
and worth. However„as we mature, 
we may develop enough ego- 
strength or other sources of confir
mation, that we no longer need sex 
to fill this need. If our sexual 
behavior is tightly specified to this 
need, we may find sex less important 
in our lives.

Another example involves our 
need for closeness and intimacy.. 
Sex is often the first experience of 
physical closeness with another 
person after mom and dad have 
stopped cuddling us. If sex is the 
primary way we achieve gratifica
tion for these heeds, but the sex in 
our lives is empty of closeness and 
emotional warmth, it may.no longer 
satisfy these needs. Again, our 
interest will decline.

So, you need to explore what sex 
has become in your life — pleasure 
vs. hassle, as well as the ways you 
have learned to use sex to gratify 
other needs, and whether those 
needs are  still operative and/or 
met by sex. You can'ekplore these 
issues yourself, o r you may find 
help from a trained therapist, as 
well a s  looking for support for your 
concerns among your own network 
of friends. With some exploration.. 
you can reassert your interest in 
sex and develop more exciting 
possibilities for satisying that 
interest.

Jim Boland and A lan  Sable are 
noted Bay Area gay psychotherapists - 
They write this Column in response 
to letters from our readers, seeking 
mental health advice, support, infor- J 
motion and understanding. Write '  
Head Space care o f Dr. Jim Boland, • 
1466 Hopkins, Berkeley 94702 or 
Dr. A lan Sable, 2223Lincoln Way, 
San  Francisco 94122.

What clothes 
Turn yoií on?

Asked on Castro Street.

Lisaadra, disco D], Dallas, Texas;
- Probably the blue-jean look. 501s. 
Any other look is tòo'conservative.

Jacques, medical secretary; Oak
land:
Not tight clothing, kind-of-baggy 

in the pants so it shows th e ./a h .. 
body features, but' doesn't exploit 
them.

David, ice-cream scooper. Dolores 
Park:
I like the preppie look—topsiders. 

things like that. I don't think clothes 
turn m e on: it's what's not wearing 
them.

Leonard, window dresser. Haight 
Fillmore:
If depends, if it fits the person 

who's wearing it. if they look good 
in it. If it doesn't, they don't look 
good in it.

Tufly. cook. Ocean Beach:
Blacks and b row ns-earth  tones. 

Bell-bottom jeans and corduroys— 
I'm all-American.

An or ganlzation-ot. Qatholic Gay Men, 
Lesbian«, and their trtende.
Join us dvery Sunday at 6 p.m. tor 
positive worship in the Liturgy of the 
Eucharist at St. John ot God. Fifth

d g n i v / K *
Ave. and Irving St.. San Francisco.

Write or phone about Dignity’s edU-
cational. religious, social, and reefea-

415/863-4940 tlonal programs. We are hoping to 
hear from you.

j r r  m o m
4—- r -

l i n n  RI IVI 1 Mi R

Tx
Ü  V

OaüÿïWAW.
Sst. 5:30 P.M.
Sun. 7:30. 9:30.-11:30 A M

BELIEVE . . . .  BUT
Don’t Believe Them

Richard Zone •  Pope John Paul II •  Jerry Falwell 
•  •  » ail say God will-bum you for gay acts. God is-not such a 
monster as these presumptuous hum ans would have you Relieve. 

For the recorded truth about this call 415-Mt-POCO 
Good News for Gays &- Lesbians 

P.O. Box 11353 — San Francisco. CA- 94101
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Pryor Restraint: What Every Gay Man 
Should Know About Public Sex

by Mutt Coles
Sex in 'public is h dangerous 

business. You can get robbed, 
•beaten up. maybe even killed. You 
can also get arrested. If you gel 
convicted, you will have to register 

, with the sheriff for the rest of your 
life a s a "sex offender."

Many people think that police 
decoys in cruising areas are a thing 
of the past. There w asa Idt of talk a 
few years ago about the courts 
throwing out the “lewd conduct" 
laws.. There is always a lot of talk 
about how tolerant the S.F.P.D. is 
so long as the horses aren't being 
scared. The truth is that gay men 
are getting busted for “sex offenses" 
right here in San Francisco in some 
pretty out-of-the-way places.

The Law
. T he state supreme court did 

narrow the lewd conduct law in the 
Pryor case, a couple of years ago. 
The court said that you can commit 
a crime only if:

You do something sexual (touch 
yourself or someone else sexually l 
in a place where there are other 
people around who might be of
fended by it; or you ask.somebody 
to do something and make it clear 
that you want to do it in a place 
where there are other people around.

It sounds almost as though you 
have to do it in the street before 
you can, get in trouble. But for a 
couple of reasons, the lawin practice 
isn't as restricted as it sounds.

To begin with, the police officer • 
can be. the “offendable" observer.

court appearances are done), and 
you'll be a "sex offender" for life if 
the jury believes the cop.

Being a sex offender isn’t so bad. 
aS long as you don't want to be a 
lawyer, doctor! mechanic or part of 
any one of hundreds of other profes
sions that are licensed in this state. 
If necessary you can probably beat 
the licensing agency if you don't 
mind paying a small fortune in 
lawyers' fees and waiting six months 

' to a year.
Copping a  Plea

Most people decide not to go to 
trial. They settle, taking either a 
lesser charge and a small ($200) 
fme or 20 to 30 hours of community- 
service work. They do that after 
they've been booked, hired a lawyer, 
made two or th ree court appear
ances. and spent a  month in agony 
knowing that their future is out of 
their control and in the sometimes 
capricious hands of someone they've 
never met. It is not much fun.

All this is incredibly stupid. In 
four years of practicing law. I've 
never seen a case based on the 
complaint of a citizen (not a cop) 
who got propositioned when he 
didn't want to be. People don't 
make passes at folks who don't 
show that they are interested.

Why do the police run these 
decoy squads? The San Francisco 
police explain their latest rash of 
busts by saying that they wanted 
to put a stop to sex near a soccer 
field in Golden Gate park. Kids, 
they say .w ere chasing soccer balls

"I've never seen a case based on the 
com plaint o f a citizen who got proposi- 
tioned when he d idn 't want to be."

into the undergrowth and being 
shocked by what they found.

If that seems to make some John- 
Stuart-Mill Liberty sense when you 
first look at it. it makes no sense at 
all when you really think about it. 

Nonsense
If they want to stop sex in the 

bushes, why not put a  uniformed 
officer in the area? They can’t. I'm 
told, spare one. How can they spare 
five men for deary patrol? And if 
they're trying to stop conduct, why 
send in decoys to be propositioned?

I haven't heard any answers to 
these questions. But I'm sure the 
mayor and the chief, both of whom 
are worried about violence, .and 
both of whom are great friends of 
gay people, have the answers ready.
I do hope someone asks. .

M att Coles is a lawyer in private 
practice in. San Francisco.

In most cases, he is the only possible 
candidate. People usually see this 
as their first defense. The a>p, 
they say, led them bn with eye 
contact, nods (if the head, and a 
little conversation that showed he 
was interested. No way he aiuld 
have been offended.

W hat Really Happens
People then learn, to tneir shock, 

that none of these details are written 
up in the police report. The report 
usually describes the suspect coming 
on very agressively out of the blue, 
It is the accused's word against the 
officer's. That means a  judge or a 
jury will have to decide who is 
telling the truth after a full trial.

W hafs wrong with a trial? Noth
ing. except that it is expensive 
(count on at least a grand if you 
find a sympathetic lawyer), takes a 
lot of time (figure to miss at least 
two full days of work when all your

M arch. 1977
A .top University of California 

official released a statement ex
tending a UCLA ban on anti-gay 
bias to all nine campuses of the -UC 
system. Archie Kleingärtner, vice- 
president for academic ahd staff 
personnel relations, said the institu
tion “does not and will not discrimi- 
aXe in.Us employment relationship 
with any individual based on per
sonal characteristics, including, 
sexual orientation, which are not 
job-related."

Kleingartrier borrowed the lan
guage directly, from a 1976 UCLA , 
statement. The Gay Students Union 
•in that campus lobbied intensely 
for both statements.

Assemblymember Bruce Nes- 
tande (R —Orange Gm ntyi intro
duced a bill to prohibit' ¿ame-sex 
marriages in California. It specified 
that "marriage is a personal relation- 
.ship arising out of a  Civil amtract 
between a man and a  woman."

A 1971 California law Revision •

omitted any mention of gender, 
and that law was still on the books. 
The Nestande bill passed in August 
1977. and Gov. Jerry Brown signed 
it into law.

A pril, 1977
. Michael Dean and Lbuis Volonte 

pleaded guilty to one count each of 
aggravated assault in connection 
with a Thanksgiving. moming^Ttack 
oh four gay men in the Upper 
Market area. Dean. 25, and Volonte, 
26, attacked and threatened to mur
der Jack V. Smith, drove their car 
into a man who came to Smith's 
aid, and threatened two other men 
with murder and tried to run them 
off the road three times.

- It took S.F. police seven weeks 
to m ake the arrests, although wit
nesses supplied them with a license 
number moments after the attack. 
Judge Walter Calcagno sentenced 
each man to three-years probation. 
150 hours of community service, 
ahd compulsory, out-patient, alco
holism treatment.

EDITORIAL

PARRIES & THRUSTS
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA: One person in five went to the dikes to help 
stop the recent flooding in this d ty . Even President Reagan was there, on 
TV cameras, passing sandbags to fix the dikes. Nearly a unanimous turn
out of teenagers of that community worked on the project. The city 
blossorps with signs like the one I glimpsed on a TV report which read 
“Thanks for helping save the dikes." In crisis a  whole community works 
together. Given half a chande. middle Americans can be prodded to say and 
do some nice things, if they only knew.

WASHINGTON D.C.: The real reason President Reagan went to Fort 
Wayne was to avoid being caught up in National Condom Week sponsored 
by Planned Parenthood of Metropolitan Washington. The event that has 
been going on for several years features a “National Condom Week Rubber 
Disco" dance with decorations of varied colored inflated condoms. There is 
also a  condom-blowing contest with $35 for the winner. About $1,000 of 
Federal Funds are spent on the event. Health and Human Services 
Secretary Richard Schweiker complained bitterly, “this outrageously crude 
promotion reflects a callous diregard of thé nedd to use precious, taxpayers' 
dollars most effectively to help the needy.” Which brings to mind the old 
song "Who's callous now?".

NO CITY OR STATE PLEASE: writes Mrs. B.F. to Ann Landers in a 
recent column. Mrs. B.F., F  that is, wanted to know about her daughter, 14. 
and her boyfriend, also 14 who engage in an unusual activity. "He likes to 
tie her up. and obviously she likes-to be tied. He treats her very gently when 
he ties her, although she often gets tied into some stringent positions."

Mrs B.F. goes on to tell how she also joined in on the game and let hirti tie 
her up a couple of times. T he boy’s mother also knows and approves. Ann 
Landers suggests they all go to.a therapist. Well now we know of TWO 
games that the whole family can play.
• Which brings us to another recent letter about leaving “six large gold 
crowns" (the kind on teeth) to a relative after the writer has died. "I would 
need to have the crowns replaced after I am resuirccted. Dentistry may be a 
lot morçexpensiveby the time I rise again. Also, the waiting period to get an 
a p p o in ta n t might be even worse than it is now.” Keep 'em. ad vises Ann.

But I thought there would NOT be physical corruption after the 
resurrection. Who is going to mind waiting for an appointment in eternity? 
What does onè.eat with golden teeth in the hereafter? These straights are 
such fun when they talk about religion.

WASHINGTON D.C.: Nice to know they keep in touch. A recent letter to 
constituents from Rep. Phillip Burton begins, “The a>ld, snowy winter in 
Washington wears on — I wish I am id spend more time in San Francisco's 
year-round good weather." Maybe we should keep John in Congress and 

. bring Phillip home fora  while — seems like he 's been away too long. By the 
. way. Milton Marks wishes the same.

OAKLAND: The recent spate of movies with gay-love themes sent the 
Oakland Tribune out hunting audience reaction. "There were far too many 
gay scenes." said 22-year-old Pittsburg resident Titian Martin after seeing 
Making Love. “They went too far, they showed too much." He said he 
winced à little when the two men kissed, but he didn't regret seeing the 
movie since it "showed me something different." Oakland resident Greg 
Rogers. 25. said that he was a bit perturbed when people in the audience 
booed and hissed Mariel Hemmingway when she dumped her lesbian 
screen lover fora  man in Personal Best. “I thought the lesbian scenes were 
believable." Rogers said. "The audience was a bit obnoxious at times, but i 
thought the movie gave a fair character image of lesbiàns."

‘ ^
WASHINGTON. D.C.: Chief Justice Burger says the United States has the 
largest number of practicing lawyers -  one for every '400 -  of any country 
in the world. “We have more than 550.000 lawyers... We have more than 
175 law schools. There are some sighs that we may be reaching a saturation 
point in the profession." Burger said. Sen Alquist said California is even 
more saturated: one lawyer for every 300 people. He suggested California 
close its law schools. I think Shakespeare's suggestion was just that we kill 
off all the lawyers.

by.W .E . Beardem phl

Loaded Guns: Loaded Issue
. San F rancisai Mayor Dianne Feinstein has proposed an ordinance to ban 

the sale and possession of handguns. The increase in murder and other 
violent crimes, high-school students carrying handguns to class, and my 
fear of guns prompt an immediate reaction of support for the mayor op this 
increasingly controversial political issue.

However, on closer examination, there are disturbing questions that are 
not being answered by the proponents of the handgun ban.

The ordinance begins: "Whereas, it has been determined that in order to 
promote and to protect the health and welfare of the public, it is necessary to 
regulate the possession of handguns . . . "

Noti', wait a  minute. We are not being protected in San Francisai by any 
Jlaws, nor by present law enforcement procedures. We are advised to 
double-bolt our doors, put bars on our windows, install expensive burglar 
alarm devices, and find ways to "pretend you are at home" when leaving. 
Honest, law-abiding citizens are prisoners in their homes, and the city is 
being turned over to criminals.

When we venture out onto the streets, we have to go in groups. W e have 
to form neighborhood-protection organizations. We have to develop "help 
needed” signals like the blowing of whistles. We have to set up protective 
escorts for those who can not protect themselves.

What are thé police doing while these situations that endanger our 
"health, and safety, and welfare" are escalating? Well, maybe they are 
relaxing off-duty by getting a little drunk and beating up lesbians. Or maybe 
they are showing us queers a  thing or two by breaking up a  bar on Castro 
and busting a few “fags'" heads. Or maybe, just maybe, they are entrapping 
homosexuals cruising in thè parks.

There is a strong case for law-abiding citizens to be the ones who should 
be armed. In the above cases, it appears that the very persons who are 
allowed to carry guns under Feinstein's proposed ban should be the first 
pnes disarmed. Those who would be disarmed under this ordinance are the 
ones who should be able to carry guns.

The ordinance's second rationale reads: “Whereas, the easy and convenient 
availability of handguns has been a principal factor in firearm-related 
deaths in the city . . . ”  .

How astute — one can only, shoot another if one has a gun. So now we are 
going to make it hard and inconvenient to obtain handguns. That means 
that a person who really wants to shoot another will have to go to Daly City 
or Oakland to get a gun. You can be certain that no one in San Francisco, but 
authorized persons, will have a  gun ... sure they will.

For reason number three, the ordinance slates: "Whereas handguns 
which are frequently stolen and used in criminal activities . . . "

What? Cars are stolen and used in criminal activities. Are we to ban cars? 
Why riot have the police work on catching persons who steal property, 
including guns?

Feinstein’s  fourth and final reason is: "Whereas, handguns play a  major 
role_in the commission of crimes of homicide, robbery, assault and in many 
instances of accidental death atid injuries.. ”

If one has a high accident-risk possibility, the sensible thing is to 
understand the risks involved and set up procedures to eliminate accidents. 
Again, do you ban cars because there are car accidents, or do you regulate 
driving, take away driving licenses from those who abuse the privilege, and 
actually train drivers before they are allowed to drive?

The situation is much more aimplicated than this proposed ordinance 
pretends. There are other basic freedoms involved.

The mayor issued a press release which said: “I have consistently 
supported measures to take guns out of circulation in our society." I presume 
that she. means banning guns. This affects the very basis of our law g pd . 
rights in this country. Article Two of the Bill of Rights reads: "A well- 
regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the right flf 
the people to keep and bear arms, shall not be infringed." The word 
"people" is used in this amendment, as differentiated from “person” or 
"persons,” èaeh of which is used with other meanings in the Constitution. 
The meaning, is clear.

For the people to protect themselves and have the right to alter o r abolish 
any form of destructive government, the right of the people to bear arms can 
not be infringed. Regulation is possible. Banning is not possible. This cannot 
be over-emphasized. Therefore, we have asked the mayor's office and 
responsible opponents of this ordinance to speak to this issue in our next 
issue.

We also invite response from our readers.______________________
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GOOD SPORTS
Play Ball!

by Je rry  PRitikin
Get your pencils and scorecards 

ready. It's that time of year once 
again. Politics aside, we are for
tunate to have two great softball 
leagues that are rich in talent and 
tradition.

To some, "Play ball!” are the last 
two words of our national anthem.

Ç To others, they are the start of 
entertainment, excitement,.and a 
never-ending means of controversy 
— especially for the fans and players 
of San Francisco's own G>mmunity 
Softball League and Gay Softball 
League.

The atmosphere of softball is 
almost circus-like. It attracts kids 
of all ages and fans of all descrip
tions. Each spring provides a bum
per crop of rookies and ageless 
veterans vying for the same posi-

April 1: Carol Roberts, crazed 
foodsexual, and Romanovsky. & 
Phillips (“internationally unknown 
singing team”), at Fanny's cabaret. 
4230 18th St., 9:30 P.M., $4 cover.

April 2: The Choral Majority and . 
the Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence 
present- Holy Daze, Easter-Passover 
Pagan spring concert & ritual, 
tonight, Saturday, & Sunday, at 8 
P.M., at the Performance Space, 
1350 Waller. $5. info: 648-4961.

April 3: Alice B. Toklas Democratic 
Club candidates & issues day,

- Swedish-American Hall. 2174 Mar 
ket. 11 A.M. to 6  P.M.

“For the Best of Health." work
shop. 18th Street Services. 4130 
18th St., 1-5 P.M.. $5-10, pre-reg; 
req : 863-8111.

Holy Daze: See April 2.

April 4: Frontrunners meet at Sloat. 
Blvd. & Great Highway for 1-4 
mile, level run, 10 A.M:. potluck 
bftmch follows.

Holy Daze, See April 2.
The Gay Life, KSAN, 95 FM. 

Gingregation Sha'ar Zahav. 11 P.M!

April 5: Stonewall Gay Democratic 
• Club endorsement meeting. 

Women's Bldg.. 3543 18th St.. 
7:30 P.M.

April 6: Concerned Republicans 
for Individual Rights, fifth-anni
versary dinner, jack  T ar Hotel, 
cocktails 6 P.M.. dinner 7:30 P.M.. 
S22.50.
• Bay Area'W omen's Float G>m 
m ittee rtieeting. Amelia's. 647 
Valencia. 7:30 P.M.

tinn«.
Each season has its share of 

shooting and falling stars, great 
catches, easy errors, close one-run 
thrillers, and lopsided victories. The 
crowd will respond to the sound of 
the crack of the bat and encourage 
the daring runner or the hot dog to 
take that extra base. Some teams 
have their own brand of cheer
leaders. whose moves and chants 
will make the Dallas Cowgirls look 
like saints.

When did this tradition begin? In 
the spring of '73. a bunch of com
munity-spirited gay athletes talked 
six bar-owners into sponsoring 
teams. With some J.C.Higgins mitts. 
Goodwill bats. Ben-Gay. Geritol. 
and a few Band-Aids, the now 
famed and much imitated Com
munity Softball League was be-

April 7: Lesbian/Gay Freedom 
Dpy youth liaison subcommittee 
meeting. Lurie Room, Main Library. 
S.F. Civic Center. 6:30-8:45 P.M.

April 8: “Sexual Freedom: S/M  & 
the Lesbian.& Gay Communities." 
forum sponsored by Solidarity. 
Swedish-American Hall. 2174 Mar 
ket. 7:30 P.M.. SI donation.

Spring dance sponsored by 
Hastings Chapter of Lesbians in 
Law. Amelia's. 647 Valencia. 8 
P.M..S2-5.

April 10: "Breathing & Relaxing: 
Music & Body Awareness." work
shop, 18th St. Services „4130 18th 
St.. 1-5. P.M.. pre-reg. req.: 863-
8i n .

Party to benefit Robert Barnes 
for BART board. 3930 17th St.. 7 
11 P.M., $3-5-10-25. f(x>d and no
host bar.

April 11: Frontrunners ‘‘meet at 
Jackson & Front for 1.5- or 3.2- 
mile run. mostly level. 10 A.M.

Angel Island picnic with Harvey 
Milk Gay Democratic Club. fun. 
games', and chicken or steak bar 
beque. ferries leave Pier 41 at 10 
A.M. & Noon. $ 1 0 t$ 8  members! 
+  S5.25 boat roundtrip, res.: 885- 
2510.

Horseback riding and tidepooling 
at Pt. Reyes with w om ensdiv. of 
Great Outdoors Adventures. $23. 
info: 621-2400.

G  if fee with the candidates. 
Toklas Club. 1272 Clayton. 4-6 
P.M..S1.

The Gay Life. KSAN. 95 FM. 
popoer hearings. 11 P.M.

gotten.
Team rosters were made up of 

players who happened to be doctors, 
lawyers, truck drivers and hair
dressers. Some players, like myself, 
came out of the closet to play ball. I 
am ever thankful.

This was openly gay athletes! 
first opjjortunity to participate in a 
competitive sport. The progressive 
CSL also brought many different 
segments of the gay community 
together for the first time, on and 
off the field.

New teams joined each spring, 
but there were not enough gay 
players to fill all of the positions. So 
some players and managers invited 
their non-gay friends to join the 
league. The CSL pennant become 
a coveted trophy, and soon some 
managers began to recruit non-gay 
players who had no connection to 
the gay community.

A lot of gay players found them
selves on the bench or left off 
teams altogether. At the same time, 
the competition in the CSL was 
among the finest in the city.

April 12: Phillip Burton. M.C.. 
speaks at Alice B. Toklas Demo
cratic Club endorsement meeting. 
2174 Market. 7:30 P.M.

April 13: Women's Float: See April 
6.

A pril 14: Audre Lorde. black 
lesbian-feminist poet, reads at Gay 
& Lesbian Union-.’ 2000 Life 
Sciences Building. UC-Berkeley. 8 
P.M.

Holy Daze (see April 2). this time 
at La Pena, 3105 Shattuck. Berke 
ley. 8  P.M.. S5.

April 17: “Getting High With Sex." 
men's workshop. 18th St. Services. 
4130 18th St.. 1-5 P.M., $5-10. 
pre-reg. req.: 863-8111.

Women's, picnic in Golden Gate 
Park with Great Outdoors Adven
tures. $2 non-mem., info: 621-2400.

April 18: Frontrunners meet at 
25th Ave. & South Dr. for 2- or 3- 
mile, rolling run. 10 A.M.

"Loving Ways: Mi wing. Touching 
& Massage." men's workshop, 18th 
St. Services. 4130 18th St.. 1-5 
P.M.. $5-10. pre-reg. req.: 863- 
8111.

The Gay Life. KSAN. 95 FM. 
Book o f Sex Lists editor Albert 
Gerber. 11 P.M.

Deadline for next Events column: 
April 12. No phone-ins. No ex
ceptions.

Apology
The Sentinel regrejs omitting 

several photo credits on page 3  o f 
our March 18 issue. The photos o f 
Cleve Jones and Ron Hubennan 
were by Rink. The photo o f Lawrence 
Wilson was by Mick Hicks.

New promotions included an 
annual police-vs.-gays charity soft- 
ball game. The CSL aided and was 
aided by the growing gay presence 
in city politics. •

Colorful uniforms replaced jeans 
and T-shirts. Each weekend brought 
hundreds of fans supporting their 
favorite clubs and bars. T hese fans 
made Chicago's notorious Bleacher 
Bums look like pussycats. Players 
had nicknames like Golda. Irene. 
Duke and Cha-Cha. The positive 
image and publicity inspired gays 
in other cities to spawn similar 
leagues.

In fall 1977. several predomi
nantly gay sponsors and players 
dn ipped out of CSL after the pennant - 
winning Badlands team , which 
consisted mostly of straights, failed 
to show up at a banquet in their 
honor. They formed the Gay Softball 
League, for gays only.

Two thousand fans were on hand 
on opening day when Mayor George 
Moscone threw out the first ball of 
the '78 CSL season. This was the 
year of Anita Bryant. John Briggs 
and Prop. 6.

The CSL spent $4,500 on a float 
for the annual Gay Freedom Day 
parade. The champion Oilers beat 
the cops 18-0 in front of 8 .000 at 
Lang Field.

T h e  elder CSL received the 
invitation to participate in the 1978 
Gay World Series in New York; 
and tfie league raised and spent 
$25,000 to send the Oilers to the 
Big Apple. But they weh* not 
allowed to play: the team had too 
many straights!

Since then, the GSL has repre
sented San Francisco in the Gay ' 
World Series, but that league has 
also had its share of growing pains. 
Some teams want a four-to-one gay- 
straight ratio quota system. Others 
want exceptions based on the 
players' connections to the gay 
community. The league is officially 
for gays only, but no "litmus tests" 
are applied, and all players are 
presumed gay. For some people, 
this is not satisfactory.

The. GSL is hosting the Gay 
World Series week this fall with a 
proposed budget of $30,000.

Politics aside, softball is still a 
game of inches. It has its rules and 
regulations, and both leagues still 
have their underdogs, their peren
nial favorites, and a few teams 
some fans hate to love.

I can't predict which teams will 
win pennants this year, but I’ll bet 
the most consistent feature of the. 
new season will be the inconsistency 
of home-plate umpires calling balls 
and strikes.

But be that as it may, whether 
you watch the games from the 
dugout, the field, or high in the 
grandstand.enjoy it and sharé it 
with a friend. It's a g reat pastime, 
and a great San Francisco summer 
tradition. Bring a  cow bell!

<The GSL opening game on April 
18 is subject to change, due to Park 
& Rec irrigation projects. The CSL 
opener is scheduled for May 2 .1 -

Report
Raps
CUAV

by David Lester
Community United Against Vio

lence faces termination of its 
$48.000 grant and contract with 
the city if it cannot quickly correct 
the problems outlined in a 24-page 
report from the Mayor's Criminal 
Justice Council. The report states 
only two out of C U A V '^ 7  objec 
lives have been fully met and 

"suggests, "one reason for this could 
be unrealistic goals."

In the wake of the MCJC report, 
a meeting of CUAV's board of 
directors Monday fired Bob Smith, 
project director for CUAV since 
November.

The March 24 report accuses 
CUAV of charging $2.715 to the 
city that was not included in the 
grant budget. CUAV will be allowed 
to negotiate a repayment schedule 
to refund the money to the city by 
the end of May.

CUAV is $1.855 over budget in . 
the areas of printing, supplies, and 
insurance. The report says CUAV 
must cover this amount with a 
transfer of funds from the. fringe- 
benefits budget.

The MCJC report sets an  April 
30 deadline for CUAV to rectify 
problems concerning allegations of 
misconduct by the CUAV staff, 
implementation of an acceptable 
accounts-payable system, creation 
of written personnel policies, ap
plication to the Internal Revenue 
Service for non profit status, and 
adoption of by-laws to govern 
CUAV.
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Column What 
You Want

by S tephen S. S tevens
Playwright Doric Wilson revealed 

last week that that is not his original 
name. Wilson told a teeming throng 
at the com er of ‘18th and Castro 
streets that he was originally named 
Corinthian Wilson.

The playwright said he changed 
his name because. "I wanted some
thing a little simpler."

Don’t Cry for 

Me. Art Agnos
Marijuana-reform activist and 

agricultural-products distributor 
Dennis Peron announced last week 
that he will marry CBS media 
activist Cleve Jones on Gay Freedom 
Day in Civic Center Plaza. Jones 
.will thenceforth be known as Clevita 
Peron.

Sentimental Won’t Write
Stories About

• In a  precedent-setting move un
likely to be repeated, the Board of 
Directors of The Sentimental has 
iwanimously adopted a policy of 
not referring to The Sentimental'vn 
Sentimental stories, effective imme
diately with th is issue of The 
St n tintentai, and also took action 
to keep cumbersome, run-on sen
tences out of Sentimental stories, 
especially in lead paragraphs, accor 
ding to Sentimental officials reached

Sentimental
by the Sentimental staff sometime 
in the last two weeks. /

Sentimental publisher William 
E. Baredimple commented: “We 
want to voice our concern that this 
policy will be no bar to the subject 
coming up'again in the future. The 
person to implement this policy 
will be a hard man to find, but that 
will not cast a pall over our activities, 
nor will we be left in the lurch."

Unnatural Acts

Congress Abolishes Income Taxes for Gays
bi Ytlnar Derflii 

W ashington — Congress passed 
this week historic legislation abolish
ing income taxes for all gay persons. 
Introduced by Reps. John G. Fary 
iD-Ili.l and Joseph M. Gaydos (D- 
Pa.i, the bill became the Fary- 
Gaydos Homosexual Tax Relief

Act.
Congress also considered con

sumer legislation: the Dunn-Wright 
Quality Control Act. the Moore- 
Bumpers Automobile Safety Act. 
the BadhanvFrank Cured Meat 
Purity Act. and the Heinz-Pickle 
Brand Names Act. As a  result, an

anti-consumer backlash developed 
in the form of the Regula-Price 
Discount Prohibition Act.

In the field of transportation. 
Congress passed the Swift-Rail stack 
Amtrak Improvement ^ c t .  the 
Walker-Roemer PedestriaiTSafety 
Act. and the Hightower- Warner Air 
Traffic Control Act. The last is 
frequently confused with the Hyde 
Tower.-Hightower Diction Ameli- 

, oration Act, which is itself a  com
panion measure to the Pickle-Pepper 
Tongue Twister Control Act.

That flurry of activity led to 
some favored-industry legislation 
in the form of the Weaver-Taylbr- 
Coates Garment Industry Assistance 
Act. the Downey Hatch Merchant 
Marine Subsidy A d . the Exon 
Carman Synfuels Act. and. of course, 
the Roe-Hatcher Fisheries Act.

Agricultural interests intrixiuced 
the Pease-Pepper-D’Amato-Apple 
gate Medfly Checkpoint Act. but 
analysts predicted a  cool reception 
for the Sharp-Frost Crop Protection 
Act.

Environmentalists continued 
lobbying for passage of both the 
Brooks - Boggs Fields • Fowler - 
Archer Fish and Game. Act and the 
Quayle-Crane-Byrd -Tsongas Avian 
Protection Act. In a related ntove. 
support grew for the Early-Ford 
•Model-T Preservation Act and the 
Smith-St(ikes-G)leman Antique

Forge Reconstruction Act.
The economic "safety net" was 

ensured by passage of the Long 
Dole Welfare Extension Act and 
the Gray Beard. Old Age Pension 
Act.

On the crime front. Congress 
tcx)k up the.Lugar-Cannqn Firearms 
Control Act and the Stennis Rackets 
Act.

In the area of regulating euphori 
ants, committees took evidence on 
the Packwood-Savage-Wallop 
English-Ginn Imported Alcohol 
Proof Limitation Act. The Gramm 
Grassley Act. of course, would 
decriminalize the posession of mari
juana and hashish in small quanti 
ties.

The House Armed Services Com
mittee began hearings on the Parris 
Ireland Marine Corps Training 
Reform Act, and the Senate Finance 
Committee did some research on 
the Nickles-Dymally-Coyne Mint 
Authorization Act.

A unique piece of social experi 
mentation is represented in the 
Goodling-Kindness Courtesy En
couragement Act. Para-normalists 
lobbied for the Gray -Specter Ghost 
Research Act.

The Young-Studds Sex A.ct got 
Fum support. That is considered a 
hard act to follow, unless you're 
prepared for the Obev-Nunn-Lent 
Act of Contrition.

No Smoked Salmon

BRUNCH CAUSES 
GAY CANCER’

l>\ l(imd\ li. Itundiill

Scientists seeking to identify the 
elusive element of the gay lifestyle 
that causes “gay cancer" have named 
gay brunch as the culprit.

Researchers at the National Insti
tute for Dish made the accouncement 
last week'. The startling conclusion 
is the result of an exhaustive series 
of experiments carried out over the 
last 15 minutes.

First, the researchers obtained 
the mice that Turkish scientists 
turned gay with loud disco music 
last year. They then divided the 
mice into three groups.

The first group of mice was fed 
regular rodent food in plain cages. 
They remained healthy and gay.

The second group, also in plain 
cages, was fed nothing but eggs 
Benedict and mushroom quiche, 
and given only Bloody Marys to 
drink. They remained healthy and 
very gay.

That alone would have disproved

lighting fixtures. "It’s not simple." 
said Dr. James Currant-Jam. “There 
is no smoked salmon."

T heir research confirms earlier 
work done by Italian scientists on 
salmonella bacteria. There, salmo
nella fed exclusively on fettucini 
Alfredo did not show genetic altera
tions unless they were in Gucci 
dishes instead of Petri dishes.

“It proves what I've been saying 
right along." said J.W. Icebox. 
President of Pacific Brunch Com
pany. “It's not the food alone, it's 
that tacky furniture."

"Brunches must carry warning 
labels." Dr. Richard Bowling-Shoes 
said. “Inhaling more than 12 Bloody 
Marys per person may be hazardous 
to, your health." Bowling-Shoes 
formulated the 12-per-hour recom
mendation before the current boycott 
of Stolichnaya vodka. The level 
should now be even lower, he 
suggested.

Bowling-Shoes also objected to

DARK VICTORY: Bello Davis and Ronald Reagan enjoyed many a martini In the early 
days of brunch. Now scientist believe Davis' melancholy malady may have been 
caused by the matinee munching.

the notion that brunch causes cancer. 
However, the final group produced 
surprising results.

Gay mice in the third group were 
placed on the same diet a s those in 
the second group. They were 
housed, however, in designer cages. 
Of these mice. 69 percent contracted 
gay mice cancer., or Cat-Oopsi's 
Sarcoma.

Scientists at the Institute for Dish 
offered that as conclusive evidence 
for gay brunch being the cause of 
the disease. It also explains, they 
said, why straights who eat brunch 
•do not contract cancer.

The scientists concluded that the 
disease is caused by a precise 
combination of diet, wallpaper, and

sexual overtones in brunch adver
tisements. “Brunch should be sold 
only in restaurants." he noted, "as 
a meal.”

Icebox suggested that the mid
day feeding be regulated by a new 
federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco. 
Brunch, and Firearms. "Now. that's 
a deadly combination," he remarked 
casually but with great intensity.

The San Francisco Board of 
Supervisors has appointed a brunch 
Safety Committee. Harry Britt is 
its chair, Carol Ruth Silver is Queen, 
and Milton Marks is Empress.

Scientistsare now investigating 
suspicions that regular watching o f , 
the Academy Awards show causes 
hepatitis.

i
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W ill the Family Protection Act 
detonate th is nuclear family? S ** Pag* 15. I
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Sardonyx: More Than a Space Opera

ELIZABETH LYNN Wvw In 3m  F rmctoo, but her Imagination roam« the slarway«

Library
(Continued from front page.) 
icals. Items of research value (such 
as private letters and diaries and 
author’s original artwork and photo
graphs, audio-visual materials, and 
other “archival and fugitive matter”
( including buttons, campaign litera
ture, and even bumper stickers) 
will be considered.

"We’re collectors of information, 
not censors,” Gilman says. He cited 
the entry on "Controversial Library 
Materials" in the SFL/GL manual 
of operating policies, which states 
that the library “will not itself censor 
any viewpoints ... The sole test of 
a controversial item will be its 
contribution to the study and re
search of the gay male and lesbian 
experience. Homophobic materials 
will be included with the under
standing that a  research collection 
does not endorse every item con-, 
tained in it."

As a  result of this broadly inclu
sive policy, the library will be as 
likely to house back issues of

Drummer magazine as Christopher 
Street, and patrons shouldn’t be 
surprised to find Moral Majority 
pamphlets along with handbills 
promoting the 1979 march' on 
Washington.

Beyond making gay materials 
available to the public and serving 
as a resource for professional histo
rians and archivists, the SFL/GL 
also has ambitions to serve as an 
information center for San Fran
cisco’s gay community. Alongthese 
lines, the library will provide an 
up-to-date telephone recording with 
information on the latest community 
activities and a bulletin board for 
posting notices. The project also 
plans to publish a community calen
dar and a  service directory.

Additional projects will include 
workshops, “booktalks." and film 
screenings.

Some of. the library's aims are 
more expansive and abstract. 
Among the organization's stated 
goals is the provision of “resources 
to assist gays and lesbians in the

coming-out process," and an active 
role in helping those already out of 
the closet to 'develop a sense of 
community.

Anyone interested in donating 
materials, volunteering tim e or 
contributing money to the SFL/GL 
may drop in at the original Walt 
Whitman Bookshop at 1412 Sutter, 
or call 771-9754. (This number is 
not for general information. T o an
swer questions about the project, 
Gilman says the board plans to set 
up a  special number to call for up- 
to-date details about the library’s 
progress and plans. This information 
line should be operative within a 
few weeks.)

The San Francisco Lesbian/Gay 
Library does not yet exist, but its 
board already plans an important 
role for it in the gay and lesbian 
community of San Francisco. The 
work of setting goals and guidelines 
for the project has been accom 
plished: all that remains now is the 
task of finding — and financing — 
a home.

G.P. Putnam's. 1981. 301 pp..
$14.95.

by Randy Alfred
Elizabeth A. Lynn has done it 

again. The Sardonyx Net is a novel 
rich in character, high in adventure, 
complex in culture, and deep in 
meaning.

Lynn says it is a  space opera — 
an adventure set in an interplanetary 
society. Sure. And Moby Dick is a 
book about whales. There’s a lot 
more to Lynn’s novel than space 
opera, and Sardonyx Net is much 
nearer kin to Moby Dick than to 
Star Wars.

Chabad is a self-governing planet 
of the Federation of Living Worlds. 
Its society is neither racist, sexist, 
nor heterosexist, but it is very class- 
structured. It is a  penal colony for 
the Sardonyx Sector of the Federa
tion.

Convicted felons serve fixed terms 
of servitude on Chabad. Mostly, 
they are kept drugged on dorazine, 
an addictive sedative-hypnotic, 
which keeps them smiling and 
unrebellious.

A criminal consortium called the 
Pharmacy manufactures dorazine 
outside Sardonyx Sector. Inter
sector traffic in the drug is illegal, 
so slaveowners must rely on a 
black market to obtain it.

Four merchant houses or family 
corporations control Chabad's 
economy and own most of its penal, 
slaves. Rhani Yago heads her family 
and controls its wealth. Her brother 
Zed is a skilled surgeon, a  non- 
consensual sadist, and commander 
of the Sardonyx Net — a vast 
starship that brings the slaves to 
Chabad.

Federation police arrest Starcap- 
tain Dana Ikoroon a drug-smuggling 
charge. The heat is on, the dorazine 
supply is short, and Chabad's Four 
Families are getting jittery. Zed 
Yago tortures Dana — for informa
tion and for pleasure — then gives 
him to Rhani as a  slave and body

guard. Her slave becomes her lover.
In The Chronicles o f Tomor, a 

pseudo-medieval fantasy trilogy, 
Lynn deftly explored the themes of 
optional hetero- or homosexuality, 
sexual equality, women as the heads 
of hereditary merchant houses, 
dynastic marriages, the influence 
of environment on politics, multi
sided power struggles, and the 
interaction of tradition and crisis to 
produce new political configurations.

All these themes and more re 
appear in Sardonyx Net. The novel 
is about humans we might well 
know. Except for the plot device of 
“hyper-space,” which puts habitable 
planets in touch with each other, 
there is very little hardward here 
that isn’t in use today or hasn’t 
already been predicted for use within 
20 years.

Sardonyx Net is about humans: it 
is a  convincing ahnography of our 
own near future. It is social science 
fiction.

T he main characters are not 
simple. Villainous Zed understands 
and hates himself. Gentle Rhani 
uses Zed to corporate advantage. 
Enslaved Dana is loyal to Family 
Yago and resists overtures from a 
nascent slave rebellion.

Nor are  the power struggles 
simple. T h e  Four Families now 
compete, now cooperate. Federation 
narcs fight the Pharmacy. Owners 
drug dorazine smugglers with the 
same narcotic which led to their 
enslavement.

Lynn draws the planet Chabad 
with intriguing complexity. It is 
hot and dry. but semi-permanent 
icebergs floating in a tropical harbor 
provide water for the city of Abanat, 
and climbers scale the bergs for 
sport. The author also details the 
planet's animal life, which matches 
its climate.

Abanat has a history, a calendar, 
a tourist trade, high society, and a 
social underworld. Lynn lives in 
San Francisco, and bits and pieces 
of our city show up in Abanat. 
Although sexual orientation is a 
trivial difference on Chabad, Abanat 
does have lifestyle-based neighbor

hoods. Hyperspace travelers, for 
instance, live in the Hyper District, 
where the folkways — especially 
costume, grooming, and demeanor
— are remarkably like those of San 
Francisco’s new-wave, punk-rocker 
scene.

All the action takes place on 
Chabad or in its vicinity. The rest 
of the Federation is just a political 
backdrop. We do, however, learn 
juicy bits about other planets. Pell. 
Dana’s home, is tribal. Nexus, the 
Federation capital, is a planet-cover
ing city. Enchanter's genetic labs 
mold plants and animals to be useful 
to humans, and humans to suit 
their own cultural fancies.

Sardonyx Net is a riveting adven
ture story, but it is also a deeper 
exploration of very basic questions
— what is freedom, who is free?

Is economically productive penal
slavery any less humane than our 
own, non-productive prisons? Does 
the "suppression of vice” inevitably 
comipt the police? Is Rhani’s refusal 
to drug her household slaves a 
kindness that leaves them clear of 
mind, or a torture that leaves them 
always free to think but unfree to 
act?

Lynn carefully distinguishes the 
socially accepted, consensual S&M 
practiced by some Chabadese from 
Zed's merciless victimization of 
unwilling slaves. But is Zed’s perma
nent, self-hated compulsion any less 
a prison than the fixed terms of the 
planet's corporate slaves?,

Rhani Yago maintains inner peace 
and outer power by Harnessing 
Zed’s evil capabilities. As the head 
of the most powerful family on the 
planet, she is as free as' anyone in 
this novel. Yet, she dares not leave 
this one planet for love or curiosity, 
though the Living Worlds are many 
and varied. Instead, like each of us, 
she is “only a human be ing -im 
prisoned by her own choices, and 
equally lonely.”

The themes of freedom and choice 
elevate The Sardonyx Net above 
the genre of space opera. It is an 
existentialist adventure tale.

The Street Where You Live

.V IN C E  P R A C T I C A L L Y  ’ 
A C C U S E D  M E OF 
B E IN G  S E X U A L L Y  

" R A C I S T . ”  T H A T 'S  A B S U R D /I  
AND I 'L L  P R O V E  I T ! /

CY ROSS suitors from the "8.0. Syndrome" in .'Gay Comix *2.'

Comics Come Out
GAY COMIX #2
Edited by Howard Cruse 
Kitchen S ink Comix: 3 6 pp., $1.50.

The spirit of the underground 
comics of the 1960s lives on in Gay 
Comix.

The second issue of this radical 
rag features 10 stories of wildly 
varying quality and subject matter. 
The best of the artists by far is the 
collection's editor, Howard Cruse, 
who’s represented here by the 

• already much-reprinted “Jerry 
M ack/' Cruse’s artwork is first rate 
and his narrative tinting is flawless.

Burton Clarke, another fine drafts

man, contributes a story called "Cy 
Ross and the S.Q. Syndrome." “S.Q." 
stands for “Snow Queen." The 
black protagonist's problem is his 
exclusive attraction to white men.

Other contributors include Lee 
Marrs, a professional animator who 
lives in Berkeley, Melissa Bay 
Mathis, a member of Good Time 
Graphics in San Francisco, and. 
Robert Triptow, whose art has 
appeared in The Advocflte and The 
Sentinel.

Except for the stories by Mary 
Wings and Jennifer Camper, which 
look as if they were drawn by 
talented third-graders. Gay Comix

# 2  is a  highly polished product.
Lesbian and gay male themes 

are balanced, and the issues de^lt 
with in the more-serious pieces— 
sexual racism, religious self-repres
sion, fateful choices between two 
lovers of two radically different 
ways of life—are far from simple.

Gay Comix #2  is more than a '  
curiosity. You may buy it for a 
quick shot of laughter, but you’ll 
probably, end up storing it in a 
strongbox for posterity.

Gay Comix #2  is sometimes hard 
to obtain in bookstores and comic 
shops in the Bay Area. It can be 
ordered from Kitchen Sink Comix, 
Number 2 Swamp Road, Princeton. 
WI, 54968. Mail-order price is SI .75. 
postpaid. _ g  g

T H E SUNNY SID E OF 
CASTRO STREET
by Dan Vojir
Strawberry Hill Press, paperback.

1982; 144 pages. $6.95.

by Steven  Saylor
In the first chapter of The Sunny 

Side o f Castro Street. Dan Vojir 
takes us along on one of his typical 
"Saturday Night Gauntlets." We 
begin at the Midnight Sun. cruise 
awhile, move on to the Twin Peaks 
bar, cruise some more, hang out in 
front of Star Pharmacy and end up. 
stone sober (since Vojir doesn't 
drink) at the Jaguar Bookstore.

“What the hell," Vojir writes, 
“fifty cents is cheap for a pair of 
arms."

The places and events in Castro , 
Street (described as “a diary of 
sorts") will be as familiar as the

street itself to many San Francisco 
gay men. Vojir takes us on a chatty, 
self-indulgent, sometimes tedious 
but generally amusing tour of his 
life, from his childhood in Berwyn. 
Illinois (“City of Homes’’), to his 
first sexual encounters and his 
eventual flight to gay mecca.

Along the way. Castro Street 
poses the literary question: should 
everyone and anyone write an 
autobiography? Autobiography sug
gests the extraordinary; Vojir's story 
is so typical as to be stereotypical.

He is, to his credit, quite frank. , 
and reveals a great deal about 
himself. Vojir is vain, vulnerable, 
silly, apolitical, affable, good-hearted 
and sentimental. He wears Levi 
501s and sports a Malboro Man 
mustache. Rosalind Russell in 
Auntie Marne is his idol. Vojir’s  a

clone and not the least bit ashamed, 
of the fact.

In the end, it’s Vojir's ordinariness 
(and his willingness to reveal if. 
even celebrate i t ) that is the book's 
appeal. Castro Street is less a memoir 
than a proudly shared scrapbook 
that will strike a chord in those 
whose lives have followed a similar 
course. Anyone who grew up in the 
sticks, came out at a bar, moved to 
San Francisco and exchanged his- 
closeted fantasies for a closetful of. 
501s will find something of his 
own experience in The Sunny Side 
o f Castro Street.

Dan Vojir will be autographing 
copies o f  his book at B. Dalton s in 
Southland Mall, Hayward, from 1 
P.M. to 2  P.M. on Saturday. April
3.

Fiction: New In Paperback

MORE GAY COMIX: Mallory, duck with a diftorence. gals ready tor a night at the bar

C ITIES OF TH E RED NIGHT,
by William S. Burroughs: Holt, 

'  R in eh a r t and Winston, 332 pp., 
$7.25.

Advertised as Burroughs' mag
num opus, this js the author's most 
accessible novel, and at the same 
time his most exotic. The story of 
“Private Asshole” Clem Snide and 
his investigation of a bizarre ritual 
beheading begins in modem-day 
M anhattan and ends in the radio
active glow of the Gobi Desert a 
million years ago.

T im e travel and mysterious 
ancient d ties are only the most 
mundane of Burroughs' devices. 
His province , is the region of 
repressed nightmare and nostalgic 
longing; his writing bypasses normal 
channels of communication and 
zeroes in on suppressed areas of 
the mind. At its most astonishing, 

§ Burroughs' prose is an hallucino- 
¥ genic drug made of nothing more 
I  than words on a  page.

I  AZTEC, by Gary Jennings: Avon 
i  Books. 1042pp.. $3.95.

¡ Gary Jennings' Aztecs are a highly 
civilized, neurotic and wicked race -  

but compared to Cortez and his

Conquistadores, they’re saints.
Axtec contains a lot of gore (blood 

sacrifices, battles, vengefit! murders) 
and an astounding range of kinky 
sex. Jennings' homosexual char
acters are villainous and headed 
for destruction—but so is everyone 
else in this brooding, monumentally 
cynical, historical epic. Recom
mended only for those wjth a strong 

' stomach and long attention span.

CREATION-; by Gore Vidal: Ballon- 
tine Books. 593 pp.. $3.95.

America’s least-religious man 
explores the origins of the world's 
chief religions; the result is a novel 
that, like all Vidal’s .books, reveals 
as much about the man who wrote 
it as it does about human affairs.

Vidal escorts the reader from 
ancient Persia and Greece to the 
India of the Buddha and Confucius' 
Cathay. In this superbly crafted 
historical novel, every page amuses, 
educates and elevates.

Vidal’s  prose, as always, provides 
-a model of the rational mind at 
work—a  date with Myra Brecken- 
ridge to anyone who can find an 
imperfect sentence in this book.

TH E W HITE HOTEL
by D.M. Thomas: Pocket Books, 

322pp.. $3.50

The great cult success of 1981 is 
as hard to describe as it is to put 
down. Frau Anna G.. a minor opera 
singer, suffers psychosomatic pain.: 
shortness of breath and sexual, 
hysteria; Herr Doktor Sigmund 
Freud, searching forthe root of her. 
neuroses, uncovers a forgotten! 
incident from herchildhtxxl in Russia; 
and a long-repressed lesbian desire.: 

Thomas' insights into Frau Anna's! 
hysteria compromise none of the! 
complexity of the psychoanalytic;- 
process; nor does he gloss over the - 
faults and limitations of F reud 's: 
approach.

The heroine's erotic, reverie at * 
the beginning of the novel is breath- • 
taking. The novel's climax. Frau • 
Anna's ordeal at the hands of the * 
Nazis at Babi Yar. is among the- 

. most powerful and moving passages • 
in recent literature. On (he smallest» 
and most intimate of scales. Thel 
White Hotel chronicles the disas? 
trous transition front the age of* 
Freud to the age of Hitler and« 
Stalin. „  :

- S i L ;
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BOOKSBOQKSBQQKSBOOKSBQOKSBQQKSBQOKSBQQKSI
Retail Biz Changes Rapidly

by David Lester
The character of the independent 

book businesses serving San Fran
cisco's lesbian and gay community 
has changed rapidly in the last 10 
months: two stores have closed, 
two have opened, and two have 
changed owners.

Compounding this flurry of activi
ty is the independents' fear of 
major chain bookstores. A few of 
the owners admit they suffer from 
insomnia.

Charles Gilman, who has success
fully operated Walt Whitman Book
shop on Sutter Street for five years, 
recently opened a new Walt Whit
man on Market. Gilman's stock is 
almost entirely gay. with a heavy 
emphasis on out-of-print bwks.

"If we’re selling gay books, this 
is the area to be in.” Gilman said of 
his new location, just a short walk 
from Castro Street.

When the Castro's oldest gay 
bookstore. Paperback Traffic, went 
out of business early this year. 
Gilman decided it was time to 
expand to that part of town.

He chose the Market Street 
location, he said, because "I couldn't 
have surviyed on Castro. The rents 
aré horrendous."

Gilman moved most of his stock 
to the new shop and said the original 
Sutter Street store will be open 
fewer days each week.

Noe Books and News is just 
down Market Street front Walt 
Whitman. A pair of new owners, 
Philip Tien and Paul Boneberg. 
took over the shop last June.

Noe Books has a general-book 
selection with a large gay-book 
section. Consequently. Tien does 
not think Gilman's new shop con
stitutes a  threat to his business. “I 
don’t think it's head-to-head com
petition," Tien said.

Paperback Traffic on Polk Street 
recently changed hands. The same 
owners who closed their Castro 
store sold the Polk store to Seung 
Huen Cho.

Seung. who bought the store 
four months ago. said he has “one 
of the best legations in town” for a 
bookstore. “There are very few 
streets safe enough to take a stroll 
along: We get a lot of foot traffic.

especially in the evenings and 
weekends." Seung said.

When you’re talking about Polk 
Street." he said, "you really identify 
it with gay culture.” The new owner 
said he's increased the store's budget 
for gay bmks by 20 percent. “We've 
got one of the largest selections of 
gay books in the city. I'm really 
proud of that."

The Paperback, half a block from 
Seung's store, closed this week, 
and will not reopen. Sheh-Gni Tsai, 
owner of the Paperback, said his 
business had not done well in the 
four years he owned it. and his 
family encouraged him to close.

Tsai said that the closing was 
not due to the opening of a new 
Waldenbooks on the same block.

Waldenbooks opened on Polk 
Street last July. Manager Susan 
Heis doesn’t think her business 
represents a threat to any of the 
nearby bookstores. She said that 
while her store has a broad inventory 
of general titles, she has a larger 
selection of gay books than a 
Waldenbooks in a suburban mall 
would have.

Paperback Traffic's Seung feels 
Waldenb(x>ks is something of a 
threat because of its ability to 
undercut competiton through 
volume buying, but Seung seems 
to enjoy the challenge. He's taking 
the offensive.

"We're seeking out the small 
gay presses rather than just going 
through the regular distribution 
channels. Waldenbooks can’t afford 
to do that." .

Seung is placing special emphasis 
(in Paperback Traffic's gay. women's 
and poetry stock and expanding 
his performing-arts section.

Back on Market Street. Noe 
Books’ Tien is a little nervous. “It 
seems rational that this area can 
support more than one general 
bookstore and more than one gay 
bookstore." lie said.

“To a certain extent we're worried 
about that. But we are large enough 
that" they [a chain] would think 
twice before movihg down here.”

Tien also said he thought rent in 
the area, which can run more than 
$3 a square foot, would discourage 
a chain from entering the neighbor-

hood.
Whitman's Gilman is less con

cerned about a chain store. “It 
depends upon w hat they focus on." 
he said. "I'm not going to keep 
worrying about it."

Two specialty bookstores have 
relocated on Valencia Street. •

Modern Times describes itself 
as a “leftist and progressive" btxik- 
shop. The store is unique for its 
stock of books representing a variety 
of socialist perspectives, rather than 
a single, orthodox viewpoint.

Ruth Mahaney recently became 
a member of the collective that has 
operated the store for 10 years. 
She said she was invited to join the 
collective in part because she is a 
lesbian.

“The bcxikstore wanted to keep 
a strong gay presence." Mahaney 
explained. When the store was 
located along 17th Street, she said, 
men new to the city frequently 
dropped in to ask the location of 
gay bars.

Modem Times will continue its 
service to the gay community with 
readings by gay poets each Monday 
in June, as part of the gay-pride 
celebration.

Even a store as specialized as 
this one fears a major chain. “We're 
nervous about it." Mahaney said. 
After 10'years, the store is “still 
not making a profit."

Just down Valencia is Old Wives 
Tales, a store specializing in 
women's books.

Old Wives T ales has been open 
for five years. Carol Seajay said 
the store is on Valencia because ft's 
a “strong lesbian neighborh<x>d." 
with women's bars, cafés, and the 
Women's Building nearby.

. Seajay said she’s happy that 
other stores carry women's books, 
because "the more books available 
to more women, the better." But 
she cautions that other stores’ stock 
of women's titles is incomplete. 
“The gay bookstores that have 
women's sections don't do small- 
press ordering." she said.

She’s confident a major chain 
would pose no threat to Old Wives 
Tales. “There probably aren't 30 
books we carry that they would 
have under their robf,” Seajay said.

browser 
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Amusing Sex Lists
TH E BOOK OF SEX LISTS
Albert B. Gerber
Lyle Stuart. 1981. 319 pp..
$ 12.00.

First we had reference works, 
like The World Almanac, that 
infomaniacs read-for pleasure. Then, 
we had reference works written for 
pleasure reading, like The Book o f 
Lists. Now. we have pleasure 
reading written as if it were for 
reference — The Book o f Sex Lists.

T h e  hundreds of lists, both simple 
and annotated, cover almost every 
variety and aspect of sex. Many of 
the lists amuse, most inform, some 
do both, and alas, some do neither.

What can we make of a list of- 
182 gay help-lines acntss the nation? 
Just phone numbers: no information

on sponsorship, services offered, 
or when the data were compiled..

The list. "8 Pieces of Gay Cloth
ing." is hilarious, but "5 Men's Gay 
Bars in New York City," TO Hot 
Gay Spots Throughout the World." 
and many other, similarly unanno
tated lists .áre chosen without 
apparent rhyme, reason, or humor.

Since it's sometimes hard to tell 
which lists áre serious and which 
are not. and how reliable and/or 
current the information is, this is 
definitely not for the reference shelf. 
Put it on your nightstand or in your 
bathroom reading rack, and have 
fun. If you learn anything, well, 
that's just extra.

—R.A.

Now in Paperback

“A Great Changer of the Blood”
W ALT W HITMAN: A Life
by Justin Kaplan
Bantam paperback, illustrated: 432 

pp.. $8.95.
by S teve Abbott 

How many boys, butterflies and 
just plain bluster lurked in Walt 
Whitman's beard? The butterfly 
on the poet's finger was made of 
cardboard and wire, but not so the 
boys.

Kaplan quotes Whitman's letters 
to and from soldiers he nursed 
during the Civil War and d'xruments 
later friendships with Peter Doyle 
and Harry Stafford. Whitman rough- 
housed with Stafford as if both 
were boys, though Walt was years 
older. Yet it's mainly in his poetry 
that Whitman revealed his love for 
men. a love not less strong for its 
being often unrequited and probably 
sexually unculminated. In "Live 
Oak with Moss” we read:

Who pensive, away from one he 
loved, often lay sleepless and dis
satisfied at night.

Who knew too well the sick, sick 
dread lest the one he loved might 
secretly be indifferent to him. ..

For an athlete is enamoured o f 
me — and I  o f  him.

But toward him there is something 
fierce and terrible in me. eligible 
to burst forth.

I  dare not tell it in words — not even 
in these songs.

If most academic critics have 
failed to se$ the meaning of such 
lines. Whitman's' contemporaries 
were not so blind. The openly sexual 
poetry scandalized the prudish 
Thoreau. lost Whitman more than 
one publisher.- and cost him his 
first government job in the Interior 
Department.

On the positive side. Leaves o f 
Grass inspired Van G.ogh as he 
painted "Starry Night." Van Gogh 
wrote to his sister: “| Whitman] sees 
in the future, and even in the present, 
a world of health, carnal love, strong 
and frank — of friendship — of 
work -  under the great starlit 
vault ofheaven a something which 
after all one can only.call God."

Religious ecstasy and the desire 
to copulate were closely linked in 
Whitman's vision. He considered 
the sex organ itself a poem:

...of the privacy o f the night, and of 
men like me.

This poem drooping shy and unseen 
that I  always carry, and that all 
men carry....

Less known to the general reader 
is Mr. Walter Whitman, dandy and 
crusading journalist, previous to 
Leaves' o f  Grass. Uprooted since 

'childhoixi. Whitman inveighed

against the "pull-down-and-build- 
all-over-again" spirit of New York 
City in the booming 1840s. Real 
estate speculation he decried' ak 
“that father of restlessness, the 
Devil." He championed feminism 
but. less happily, was stridently 
anti-Catholic. xenophobic, and. like 
many Northern abolitionists, 
deplored slavery in principle but 
denied free blacks equal rights. 
President Franklin Pierce he at
tacked more fercxnously than leftists 
attack Reagan: He “eats dirt and 
excrement for his daily meals, likes 
it. and tries to force it on The 
States.”

W hitman might be unknown 
ttxJ'ay had he not written countless 
reviews of his own work, played to 
the hilt a  private letter from Emer
son. and manipulated his media 
image as adroitly as any contem
porary rock star. We can forgive 
him this, for. as D.H. Lawrence 
wrote, he was “a great changer of 
the blood."

The image Kaplan seizes on to 
interpet his subject is Osiris who 
found renewal in death. Even in 
Whitman's early imitative novels, 
he described the erosion of relation 
ships' and obliteration of identity 
that still mark urban living. The 
life and work of this great gay- 
liberation precursor remain pro
phetically relevant.

WK CARRY BOOKS THAT NO ONE ELSE DOES.

Lesbian Mothers
Alyson Publications of Boston 

has announced the forthcoming 
publication of Rocking the Cradle: 
Lesbian Mothers, a Challenge in 
Family Living.

The study, by Gillian Han scorn be 
and Jackie Forster, is based on the 
authors' interviews with lesbian 
mothers of all ages and back
grounds.

The authors give special consid
eration to issues arising from artifi
cial insemination by donor, a pro
cedure they claim can be performed 
safely and easily at home if proper 
precautions are observed.

Rocking the Cradle will be pub
lished this Mother’s Day.

Mae West Bio
William Morrow has just publish

ed Mae West: A  Biography.
The book includes a .list of the 

cast and credits of all the actress' 
plays and films.
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were Walter Gropius and the Bau- 
haus school of architecture and 
industrial design, the theatre of 
Bertolt Brecht, the paintings of 
Klee and Kandinsky, and the novels 
of Thomas Mann.

That is a high brow view of 
things. Berlin also had a reputation 
for its bizarre low-life, symbolized 
by its underworld cabarets. Al\ 
though they are not as well-docu
mented as their uptown counter
parts. we imagine them as dingy 
hang outs with hack performers, 
hookers, drag queens and hoods.

Hence the problem: how do you 
create an homage to Weimar culture 
via the medium of a sleazy cabaret? 
It's like honoring Leonard Bernstein 
in a Ten'derloin bar.

Most of Berlin 1932 consists of 
the four principle performers — 
the Master of Ceremonies (Jae Ross). 
Bert (George Quick). Eva (Sandra 
Rider), and Use (Judith Corber) — 
singing songs from the period. Much 
of the music is by Brecht/Weill 
(from Mahagonny. Happy End. and 
The Threepenny Opera), but there 
are also songs by Noel Coward. 
Cole Porter, and others. These are 
interspersed with fragmentary 
scenes by expressionist playwrights 
such as Georg Kaiser, and film 
makers such as Fritz Lang.

The four performers are very 
talented, particularly Jae Ross. They 
handle well the difficulties in Weill's 
wide-ranging melodies, written in 
a popular idiom for singers with 
operatic training. The songs they 
sing are now familiar — though 
some, such as “Mack the Knife," 
were not popular at the time. This 
generates feelings of nostalgia, even 
though it is for a time and place we 
did not experience.

There are two guest artistes: 
Lola Claire and Margot Crosman. 
Claire gives a wonderfully camp 
performance as a comical, shrill 
vaudeville singer. Crosman does a 
satirical but athletically impressive 
striptease to Bach's A ir  on a G- 
Siring. These two evoke the sleazier 
images of a Berlin cabaret. Both 
are immensely enjoyable, but they 
emphasize the contradictions be
tween high and low culture and 
further frament the show.

The band features a good pianist, 
Kenneth Vega, but a much less 
able violinist/drummer, Pat 
Cameron. The effective set is simple 
and expressionistic, complete with 
bicycle, prosthetic leg. and boxing 
ring. Kenneth Vega directs the 
revue.

The show is full of good perfor
mances. songs, and scenes, but 
seems undecided about what it is 
trying to accomplish.

Berlin Between the Wars: 
High Culture and Low
BERLIN 1932
A  musical revue devised and directed 

by Kenneth Vega.
A t  the Chi Chi Theater Club. 440 

Broadway, through A pril 18.

by S tephen  Nash
Berlin 1932  describes itself as 

an “homage to the cultural flowering 
of Berlin between the wars." It is 
also a vision of what Berlin's notori
ously decadent night-life might have 
been like in the latter days of the 
Weimar Republic. .These two 
images are not entirely compatible, 
and the result is a play with no 
clear direction.

The Weimar Republic (1918- 
1933) marked a volatile era for

Germany. culturally and politically. 
Memories of World War I governed 
the entire period. There were also, 
beginning in 1923, the influences 
of outrageous inflation, worldwide 
economic depression, massive un
employment, and. in 1933. the Nazi 
takeover.

Such calamitous events led to 
immense cynicism and despair in 
the early thirties. The immediate 
aftermath of the war brought on. 
among left-wing intellectuals, a 
period of hero-worship and a morbid 
fascination with death. It also opened 
the minds of many to impossible 
and scandalous ideas.

It is thus not surprising that 
Weimar culture was so fertile. There

Vietnamese War Comes Home
STILL LIFE
A documentary by Emily Mann. 
Directed hv A nthony Taccone.
A t the Eureka Theatre. BuildingB. /

Fort Mason, through A pril 25.

American culture has backed 
away from discussing the Vietnam 
War and its aftermath, providing 
few works to lead us through the 
post-war trauma. An exception to 
this trend is Emily Mann's play 
Still Life, which gives an intense 
portrayal of the effect of the war on 
three people's lives.

Still Life  is a documentary based 
on interviews conducted by Mann 
in Minnesota four years ago. Mark 
(Kevin Gardiner), an ex-Marine and 
winner of several Purple H earts, is 
still haunted by the atrocities he 
committed in the war. He often 
enjoyed the war — it was like the 
best sex he ever had — but cannot 
reconcile the absurd restrictions of 
American life after having experi
enced. the free-for-all brutality - of

Vietnam.
Mark's wife Cheryl (Lorri Holt- 

LeGrand) is trying to forget the 
war. SJie tried before with speed 
and now with alcohol. She wants to 
forget the times Mark beat her and 
get on with raising their son and 
having another baby.

Nadine (Abigail Booraem) is 
Mark's lover, married with three 
daughters. His gruesome memories 
fascinate her; her cultivated sophis
tication doesn't permit her to be 
shocked. Instead of trying to forget 
the war. like Cheryl, she pretends 
it was inconsequential, something 
to delay mid-life-tedium.

The Eureka Theatre has given 
Still L ife a most simple production. 
Randy Richards' set consists of 
three chairs and a slide projector 
that Mark uses to display his war- 
related photos. The three characters 
sit and recreate their portions of 
the real-life interviews in a frag
mented and dramatically structured 
fashion.

Performed without intermission, 
the play is powerful and traumati
zing. The brutalized lives of the 
characters are presented close-up. 
directly to the audience, without 
the usual theatrical diversions of 
motion and dialogue.

With such simple means, the 
actors' skills determine the effective
ness of the production. All perform 
excellently. Particularly impressive 
is Lori Holt-LeGrand as Cheryl, 
the wife overwhelmed by the 
memories that she is trying to order 
out of her mind. Kevin Gardiner, 
as the veteran unsuccessfully trying 
to avoid the most horrifying of his 
memories, and Abigail Booraem, 
as the woman losing hold of her 
carefully fashioned savoir-faire, also 
give powerful performances.

Anthony Taccone compellingly 
directs this amazing play. The low- 
key lighting is by James Brentano, 
and the apt costumes are by Barbara 
Bush.

—S.N.

Encores
FREDERICA VON STADE
In recital at Herbst Hall 
March 18

When a singer braves the end of 
a cold to bring her rich and lustrous 
voice to her audience, is it fair to 
remark that she had trouble sustain
ing a legato line? To say the soft 
smooth singing was intermittently 
sound? No, it is not. Yet 1 fear the 
problem is larger than von Stade's 
cold, though not larger than her 
voice is beautiful

Nor does the complaint infect 
everything equally. The Debussy 
"Fetes galantes" more than made 
up for the Fauré. She sang the 
Virgil Thomson encore, "Saint 
Catherine of Siena." seamlessly, as 
though she knew what it meant to 
pray over "heartache and shyness.” 
Someone did once cure Frederica 
of shyness. It was probably Virgil 
Thomson and not St. Catherine. 
How lucky we are he did.

MAURIZIO POLLIN'I
Davies Hall.
March 21. .

T he elegant Italian pianist’s 
encores—a Nocturne, a Scherzo 
and two Etudes, all bv Chopin -

were heard to be the source of 
more' than one keyboard suicide 
last week.

ROBIN SUTHERLAND
San . Francisco Conservatory o f 

Music.
March 15.

Robin did not start so well as 
Maurizio. but he ended in as musical 
a place. Bach's Goldberg Variations 
are  a long journey, needing a '. 
committed and masterful guide.; 
Such was Sutherland.

Gail Wilson
Gail Wilson, talented comic, torch . 

singer and cabaret performer extra-’ 
ordinaire, will appear each Sunday ; 
afternoon in April at Fanny’s. Call 
621 -5570 for ticket prices and show . 
times.

GAY INTRODUCTIONS/
INTEREST-EVENTS
WHY PAY MUCH MORE FOR LESS?

The Bay Area's most complete and individualized introduction service 
does more for less. Matchmaking . . . .  video services . . . .  interest-
events ___trips . . . .  new friends . . .  .‘entertainments . . .  compatible
roommates . . . .  other services. In-depth personalized matching. Only 
the services you want. Only the persons you want to meet. We care. We 
have the friends you want to meet. Money refunded in the unlikely 
event you can't be matched. $35 yearly covers everything. Why pay 
much more? Students and hardship cases free.

BAY AREA GET TOGETHER te le p h o n e  673 -0472
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JAMES BROUGHTON: Po«t. filmmaker. shaman.'

Broughton and the Sisters Indulge
This weekend. April 2 to 4 at 8 

I'.M., the S isters of Perpetual

__________

Victor/Victoria: 
Romp In Gay Paris

Indulgence and theChoml Majorité 
will present Holy Daze, a pagan 
spring ritual for th e 'g a v  com
munity. See ‘‘Events," page 6.
. Poet Janies Broughton ta.k.a. 
Sister Seniionettai will present 
Resurrection Reeel. April 9 and 
10 at 9  I'.M . at .">44 Natoma 
Performance Gnllerv. Broughton.

who last year received the San 
Francisco Ari Commission's Award 
of Honor for his "impact upon the, 
cultural fabric/ of the Bav Area, 
will present three of his films and 
read from his poetry, assisted In 
the Sisters of P.l.

Tickets for Resurrection R eed  
are $4. Call 821-21583 for infor 
mation.

VICTOR/VICTORIA
Starring Julie Andrews, James

Gamer. Robert Preston and Alex
Karras.

Written and Directed by Blake
Edwards.

Opens Friday, April 2  a t the
Coliseum.

by Steven  S aylor
The comedy in Some Like it Hot 

turned on the absurdity of two men 
pretending to be women-while they 
lusted after Marilyn Monroe. La 
Cage Aux Folles added a gay twist 
to the charade. Victor/Victoria, a 
gender-bender in the same tradition, 
inverts the formula by putting a 
woman in male drag. It then turns 
everything askew and brings the 
masquerade full circle: the heroine, 
disguised as a man. passes herself 
off as a female impersonator.

The setting is Paris, 1934. Vic
toria (Julie Andrews), a  coloratura 
down on her luck, strikes up a 
fortuitous friendship with Toddy 
(Robert Preston), a gay, cabaret 
singer.

Victoria's so weak with hunger 
she faints at the sight of a fat man 
eating an éclair. Toddy's just lost 
his job. The wind is chill, and the 
pantry is bare.

Worst of all. Victoria's ruined 
her best dress. When she dons a 
natty pin striped suit from Toddy's 
closet, deprivation leads to inspira
tion. Toddy comes up with a ridicu
lously brilliant idea that could only 
work in the movies: he'll pass 
Victoria off as a .man. an obscure 
Polish count who happens to be the 
most convincing female impersona
tor in Europe.

The plan is a wild success. 
Victoria (as Victor) amazes Parisian 
café Society with her uncanny 
resemblance to the real thing. Victor 
and Toddy, pretending to be lovers, 
become the toast of the town.

Enter King Marchan (James 
Gamer), a shady, Chicago-nightdub 
owner who's come to Paris t»scout 
for local talent. King is as butch as 
American gangsters come, but the 
sight of Victor in high heels makes 
him fall in love on the spot.

Marchan can't belieye the alluring 
Victor is a man. His moll, a cater
wauling Harlow blonde ( Lesley Ann 
Warren) is turned on by Toddy's 
big shoulders and can't believe he's 
gay. Meanwhile, the gangster's 
bodyguard, a beefy former all- 
American named Squash ( Alex

Karras), keeps giving Toddy the 
oddest looks. .

The passions, like the plot, get 
very complicated very quickly.

Does Victor/ Victoria work? Is it 
funny? Is it good news for gay 
movie goers? The answers are yes. 
yes. and absolutely yes.

Victor/  Victoria is a  farcical tour 
dc force. Its sexual politics are so 
up-to-date and on-target that the 
film has already caused several 
homophobic critics to tie themselves 
into kp’ots looking for a way to 
discredit a remarkably well-made 
movie.

Julie Andrews is a revelation as 
Victoria, and a delight as Victor. 
Her high cheekbones, iodine hair 
and haute couture hauteur recall 
another androgyne. David Bowie. 
Andrews' Victoria approaches 
androgyny from the opposite end 
of the gender spectrum, of course, 
but she stikes the same balance of 
sexual ambiguity.

' As Victor/Victoria, she delivers 
an appealing and convincing perfor
mance all the more imp’ressive for 
being unexpected. This is a Julie 
Andrews film for people who hate 
Julie Andrews.

James Gamer, as a man who 
can’t believe he's fallen for another 
man r- and a fruity one a t that -  
squirms like a fish out of water. 
When he tells Andrews outright 
that he knows she must be a woman 
(because his gonads are telling him 
so), she lowers her voice to a proper 
gay-and-proud baritone and tells 
him: "Your problem is that you 
can't admit that you find another 
man attractive. You're one kind of 
mgn. I'm another.”

He courts her nonetheless and. 
like any man in love, tries to squeeze 
out the competition. He'll buy the 
idea that Victor is a man — but 
can't believe Victor is sleeping with 
Toddy.

"Why not?" she asks him. “Be
cause homosexuality is unnatural 
and a sin?"

Gamer balks. “Who says that?"
"Oh, pious clergymeaand terrified 

heterosexuals." Who'd have ever 
thought that Mary Poppins would 
become a spokesperson for gay 
liberation?

Victor/ Victoria's jewel is Robert 
Preston as the wise, witty, suave 
and sophisticated Toddy. He camps 
with such energy and obvious 
delight that he very nearly steals 
the show from Julie Andrews. The

DEVIN LACROSSE DIMES TBA

ALEX GUINESS MOJO BILLY BLASTOFF

DICKHEADS CRUELTONES SUB2

< ) < / / /  / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / ■ ' / / / / / / / / / / / / ,

NEED
AN
UNDERSTANDING 
PHYSICIAN? ^ ,Call 673-3189
BAY A R E A  P H Y S IC IA N S  FO R H U M A N  R IG H T S

, POTATO HEAD MASTERMIND 

j I  j SING SING MODERN MAIDS MOIT MOIT 

11 IMPOSTORS PC 2000 DEBRA KNOX & WHO’S THERE

' '  ! THE VARVE PASSION KICK DARK SIDE OF POP
Wednesday A 

! BORNEO ADDICTION

Mr hiintst lut

Michael's florist
five íHuruPai *7hO ‘Maiqfa Street 

San /francisco -
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. . .  who pretends lo be a lomale impersonator. The jeweled choker hides the tact that 
"Victor" doesn't have a masculine Adam's apple.

two play off one another brilliantly. 
and it's their relationship, as two 
hungry but irrepressible waifs who 
strike it rich, that is the true romantic 
heart of the film.

Victor/ Victoria is not without 
faults. Blake Edwards' directorial 
hand is a bit top heavy for the 
continental-style comedy he's 
attempting. The pratfalls are too 
numerous, the humor is too broad 
and much too rough (there seems 
to be a barroom brawl every fifteen 
minutes), and the film's running 
gag -  Andrews using a high-C 
note to shatter a wine glass — is 
funny only once, if at all.

Nevertheless, Victor/ Victoria is. 
from time to time, genuinely 
hilarious; the comedy is nrtilly 
secondary to the gentle irony of 
unconventional romantic entangle
ments.

The film's best moments come 
when Edwards' screenplay directly 
confronts a host of stereotypes and 
stares them down. Even after Gamer 
discovers that Victor is really 
Victoria, he continues to play the 
game. “I don't care if you arc a 
man,” h e  tells her. •

Hollywood machismo may never 
be the same.

f  THE
APARTMENT 

STORE ^

INCLUDING ALL FLEXALUM V  BLINDS 
AND ALL VERTICAL LOUVER DRAPES. 

75 COLORS -  FAST DELIVERY 
CALL US FOR PRICE QUOTE.

C o n te m p o r a r y  F u rn itu re  a m i  L ig h lin n

2352 MARKET NEAR CASTRO
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Dancer-Choreographer: 
Stravinsky in Bloom

by Penni Kimmel
The career combination of.dancer- 

choreographer is a cruelly demand
ing one, and opportunities for 
recognition are ra re -un less , like 
Val Caniparoli, you happen to be a 
member of the San Francisco Ballet 
Company.

The April 6  opening of Program 
V will feature Val's first work for 
the company, Love-Lies-Bleeding. 
(The evocative title comes from a 
flower of that name.) The world 
premiere is one of a number of new

pieces presented for this year's 
centennial celebration of the birth 
of Igor Stravinsky.

Caniparoli is between matinee 
and evening performances of The 
Tempest, scrubbed up from the 
part of King Alonzo. His name is 
still on the program as Prospero, a 
somewhat confusing indication of 
the role flexibility of "character" 
dancers that Val seems to take for 
granted. His energy is kinetic, in 
warm storage.

"W hen [director] Christensen 
proposed [the ballet music themel

Inflation-Fighter Perm 
" T J O  complete 
< Cut and bio—

Men and Women 
Men's short cut—$10
760 M arket a t Grant 

Rm. 401-6, Phelan Bldg. 
362-5198 

-Tues.-Sat.

a private men's club 
membership S5

953 NATOMA
the alley north of Howard, 

east of 11 th St. 863-6440

last year. I was floored. The first 
thing I did was go out and buy 
every Stravinsky recording I could 
get my hands on and buried myself 
in them. It usually takes two to 
three weeks tochoreograph a piece 
10 to 13 minutes long. This is 
twice the length, but it’s been done 
in spurts for. over a year.

"I'm getting a major chance. This 
shows you off right away." Val's 
first choreography, three years ago. 
was for the Living Dance Company 
of Tucson. Since then he has 
choreographed for the Pacific North
west Ballet and most recently , on a 
National Endowment for the Arts 
grant, for the Palo Alto Dance 
Theatre. A second NEA grant will 
bring him closer to home, creating 
for the Marin Ballet in his next off
season. weekend, spare-moment 
project. San Francisco is the real 
testing ground.

The unnerving part. Val thinks, 
“is working with a live orchestra 
for the first time. I'm using seven 
excerpts. Not cuts." he insists, 
"complete sections. Cut music makes 
me cringe. Recordings are so much 
easier to deal with. With the 
orchestra you can't always choose 
what music you want. There are 
pieces you can't get permission to 
use. You have to stay in budget. 
And it helps," he adds, “if the 
musicians like your choices. I got 
lucky on these."

Val Caniparoli's luck couldn't 
have much to do with it. Hjs strong 
musical background is well supple
mented by an unusual grounding 
in track and field, which provides 
stamina for demanding technical 
roles.

From music theory at Washington 
State University. Val made a lateral 
move into theater and an unex
pected. unprepared-for leap into 
dance at the improbably advanced 
age of 20. All this is a sound base 
for conceiving a ballet in which 
“mood is central" against the linear 
complexities and wanton rhythms 
< >f Stravinsky's L 'Histoire du Soldat, 
Pastoral and six other composi
tions.

Val evokes each mood variation 
in describing the sections: Venus 
Fly Trap. Vine, Belladonna (“in

three movements: cannabis, poppy, 
mescal''). Rose '"the thorn part"). 
Tumbleweed. Crabgrass. Sun
flower.

"Sandra Woodall's costumes 
aren't at all literal." Val notes. 
“They're . . .  m inimal. . .  fabulous. 
Cal Anderson's sets are concepts 
such as you'd see in time-lapse 
photography, a departure from just 
throwing something on a flat surface. 
I'm not playing it safe."

Val is  only the latest of the 
company's dancer-choreographers. 
He. Betsy Erickson. Toni Ruud. 
John McFall. and others are all 
augmenting the input of original 
works introduced by the resident 
choreographers, directors Lew 
Christensen and Michael .Smuin.

Seeing it from both sides. Val 
describes a work atmosphere that
is. at the same time, highly charged 
and smoothly laid-back. The San 
Francisco Ballet also has a reputation 
of being integrated on all levels, so 
that it stimulates and nurtures 
extensions of the classic dance 
forms.

Val feels that "his" company 
works toward achieving a natural 
balance. Of male dance roles: "Bejart 
deals with men in dance more than 
anyone. He's been revolutionary in 
the area. But. of course, Michael 
[Sm uin]. . .  more than Bejart lifts 
the men. but doesn't sacrifice the 
women.

“Gay roles are changing all over." 
Val agrees, "but it's not whether 
you're gay or straight, not in this 
company. It's incredibly like a 
family. Being gay is probably not 
even thought of. and I’ve never 
known anyone to get uptight about
it. "

According to Val. this is  more a 
natural effect of the .company’s 
cooperative effort than a conscious 
liberalism: “We're more used to 
role-changing in all things. I guess. 
If someone gets sick, one of the 
leads, there 's a domino effect: 
everyone is ready to step into 
another role at a moment's notice 
and to switch back and forth'.

"I want to do more for the 
company.” Val pronounces. “I've 
got a million ideas." He also says 
he loves to play, as must anyone

GET
HIM.
HIM Health and  Immunity tor Men

who can use Stravinsky's Canon in 
I) for String Quartet to set a 
marijuana mood. The question 
remains where he will find the

time.
Love-Lies-Bleeding will be per
formed by the San Francisco Ballet 
April 6  through II .

Well, drop your 
clothes and o il up 
fo r our Gay. Sunday 
Midnight OH Party. 
Sunday night 
lockers just S5-50 
Bring your own 
canned beer. No 
membership 
required. Hours:
4pm Sunday to  8am 
Monday morning. 1 
ID-required.

IF  YOU H AVEN 'T  
BEEN TO ONE OF 
O URSUNDAY  
NIG HT OIL 
PARTIES. . .YOU  
D O N 'T  KNOW 
WHA T YOU'VE  
BEEN MISSING

M  I M  I V II  1 1 «jSI 
HC U i  F O L S C M

301 TURK ST. 775-3260
SAN FRANCISCO

P& d  ON CALL 
f r  24 HRS. TRAMC0

TRANSM ISS IO NS
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San Francisco 
312117th ST.

TAKE IT FROM A PRO 1 
TAKE IT TO A PRO 
TAKE IT TO TRAMCO ,

861-4710
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ATTENTION GAY MEN

NO WEEKEND 
ACTIO N?

A Gay Resort

•  CABIHS A ROOMS
• HEATED POOL
• HOT TUB
• PRIVATE SUHDECK
•  FIRESIDE LOUMGE
• GAME ROOM

w /  POOL TABLE
•  3 BLOCKS FROM

D o w n o v i
•  FREE C O in r o iA L

BKEJUCMST

-CAMPING
' For reservations only, call toll-tree. 

800-227-3040 
In Calit 800-652-1880 

Or write Box 346* 14000 Woodland 
Drive • Guemeville. CA 95446 • 
Into 707-869-0333
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OPEN MARKET
Travel

Roommates

SHARE RENTALS in some beautiful 
Victorians.. Haight & Fillmore districts 
$175 and up 864-0221 between 3 and 
5 Ask lor James

Business Oppty
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Bar Upper 
Haight Street tJc. entertainment, dance, 
pool, six pins S video Many improve
ments. 566-7893

For Sale

OPEN HOUSE - DUPLEX 
APRIL 3 6 4 

PANORAMIC VIEW 
POTRERO HILL 

1,236 19th 
(415)543-8058 

STAR PROPERTIES

Personals

M assage
JUST MASSAGE 

BODY WORK
OUT ONLY -  CALL'621-6090

Models/Escorts
BRIAN uncut 6 2 170 hairy beard
t'iendly 431-8328

SPANKING. »20. 4414)299.

L IK E  T O  W A T C H ?
Tired of Porno7

Jobs Offered

K6G TRUCKERS. Relocate haul, deliver 
We clean yards, garages, basements 

861-5148

LEVOLORS
30% discount, 150 colors, Italian ceramic 
tiles, bath fixtures, decorator prices. 
621-8305.

BOA, 3 YRS OLD, 5 leet long, friendly & 
cuddly, glass cage, heater, tree included - 
S-150 Dallas 864-7719.

SUGAR LESS DESSERTS that are deli
cious9 Get 5 great recipes only »2 
Send to Simple nSweet. POB 82823-S. 
San Diego. CA 92138 .

WRITERS 4 REPORTERS 
FREELANCE

Send samples (xerox or with SASE) to 
The Sentinel. 500 Hayes. S F , 94102 
ATTN: R Allred Do not phone

CARTOONIST, FREELANCE
Send samples (xerox or with SASEI to 
The Sentinel. 500 Hayes. S F . 94102 
ATTN: R. Alfred Do not phone

NEWSPAPER AD SALES
With 6 -months experience minimum 
Send resume to The Sentinel. 500 
Hayes. S F CA 94102. ATTN Bill 
Beardemphl or phone tor appointment 
861-8100

FOREIGN CAR MECHANIC, lor estab- 
lished S F. gay garage Experience and 
tools necessary Good salary and 
benefits Resume to mechanic. 39 
Marietta Dr. S F , 94127

COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR, the
National Gay Task Force is seeking a 
Communications Director S/he will be 
responsible lor developing relations with 
gay and nongay media, overseeing 
production of the newsletter and other 
publications, preparing press releases 
and press conferences Qualified appli- 

. cants should send resume, cover letter, 
and clippings to NGTF. 80 Fifth Ave. 
New York. NY 10011 *

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, the
National Gay Task Force is accepting 
applications for the position of Adminis
trative Assistant to the Executive Director 
S/he will serve as secretary and public 
liaison for the Executive Director. Appli
cants should have excellent communi
cations and clerical skills and the ability 
to deal personably with the public 
Applicants should send resume to NGTF. 
80 Fifth Ave.. New York. NY 10011.

Earn extra money at home in spare 
time. For free details send SASE to 
EXTRA MONEY-D, 14526 Sherman 
Way #1140, Van Nuys, CA 91405.

POLICE OFFICER-S FPD
»1950/month (entrance). Bay Area 
residency required. No special pro
cessing for lesbians/gay men 

GAY OUTREACH PROGRAM 
(415)431-6500

DAVID’S MOVING 6 DELIVERY
Careful 6 efficient Reasonable rates 
evenings same price Call 821 -2691

HANDYMAN
Minor electrical, plumbing and carpentry 
Call Alan. 864-1980

STOCKBROKER - JIM MOCK
Full service and discount rates. Thomas 
F White 8 Co . Inc 566-8634 Member 
NASD and SIPC

MIKE OF ALL TRADES
Handyman, painting. 6 housecleaning 
services Reasonable rates Mike. 
641-0520

EXPERIENCED TAX PREPARER
Individuals, self-employed businesses, 
and rental property returns Very reason
able Call Joel. 864-1731

HOUSEPAINTER ARTIST
Experienced custom work Reasonable 
free estimate Ric 863-4089

HAST - LIFE 
regression/therapy
R. Lavin • hypnotherapist 
(4I5) 482-4044

PA IN TIN G
IN T E R IO R /E X T E R IO R
FAST, LOW COST. FREE EST. 

SPRAY PAINTING FOR LANDLORDS 
AND COMMERCIAL

C A L L  K E N

COMMERCIAL
•  REFRIGERATION
•  HEATING
•  AIR CONDITIONING
•  VENTILATION

X  NO CREDIT CHECK
- Guaranteed Receive a MasterCard or 

Visa legal, simple For details send self- 
addressed stamped envelope to Capital 
Credit Box 1929 Dallas TX 75221

‘ FATHERLY, GENTLE, LOVING •
39 w/m hetiy. seeks honest slim $on 
bnder 30 Jim 1716 Ocean #31 S F 
CA 94112- .

¿HUBBIES AND CHASERS Meeting 
First and third Fridays at First Congrega- 

. tional Church. Post and Mason 8pm

AFFECTIONATE RESPONSIBLE w/m.
54: would like to help blind student • 
Don Box 31519 SF CA 94131

FAT GAY MEN: Problem-solving support 
group Thursdays San Francisco Into 
Pacific Center 841-6224

IFYOUVE READ Handbook to Higner 
Consciousness perhaps you would like 
to iom our monthly gathering Call i4 151 
863-3655

ADAM. WELL DEFINED. 931-8815 , 

DOUG. UN-CUT. HUNG. 885- »831

Two 3-room Victorian apartments one
newly painted with high ceilings, large 
windows One garden apartment with 
wood burning stove. $350. deposit, 
references Hayes Valley Call 6-8 P M 
864-6591

STUDIO' *250. 419 Ivy St #12~AEK 
wall to wall carpets curtains, shades 
refrigerator, and stove included 
863-6262

1 BEDROOM. *350. 419 Ivy St #21 
AEK. wall to wall carpets, curtains, 
shades, refrigerator, and stove included 
863-6262

NEWLY RENOVATED STUDIOS Ex-
cellent views, security, bay windows, 
sundeck Some.with hardwood floors 
some carpeted: take your pick *300 
Call between 3 and 5 only 864-0221 
Ask for James

l_ BEDROOM *350. 419 Ivy St «23 
AEK.- wall to wall carpets, curtains, 
shades, refrigerator, and stove included 
863-6262

UNFURNISHED 3 bedroobi apartment, 
renovated kitchen, rug *5l0/month 
On Sanchez in Castro area 863-3993

1 BEDROOM. *350. 419 Ivy St #10 
AEK. wall to wall carpets., curtains, 
shades.refrigerator. and stove included 
863-6262

1BDRM HOUSE 2 decks view, lovely, 
large garden *560 Noe Valley 174 
Fairmont 282-3110,

STUDIO. $300. 41-9 .Ivy St #14 AEK. 
wall to wall carpets curtains shades, 
refrigerator and stove included 
863-6262

*595 EXTRA LARGE 3 bedroom sunny 
Victorian Fxeptace. wall to wall carpeting 
yard 921 -8621 or 431 -8076

LARGE STUDIO *300. 542 Linden 2 
rooms plus bath Stove and refrigerator 
included 863-6262

4 BEDROOM den living room, dining 
room bath and ' w,all to wall carpeting 
garbage disposal dishwasher yard and 
deck Sunny Victorian *895 921-8621 
or 431-8076

Angelo's Boutique & 
Hairstyling For Men 

& Women.

673-7628 
600 Ellis

431-5566 
3931 -18th

G E M IN I
M O V E R S

5 YEARS 
OF RELIABLE & 

FRIENDLY SERVICE

TAX S E RV IC E

SMALL 1 BEDROOM 562 Hayes «• 
*350 Hardwood floors tile kitchen fxVy 
curtains and shades included 863-6262

r  r  
>
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E L E C T R I C

Residential 
Commercial 
Quality Work

(4151  9 2 9 - 1 1 4 8  
(41 5 1  5 6 7 - 4 0 9 7

Services
PAINTING

INTERIOR EXTERIOR 
REASONABLE RATES 

REFERENCES 
MARK 751 7363

TAXES an states hnahcus o e >
appointment m il messages oa* 
641-0895 Twenty veers' or *ens4<se
servtc* LEE MAVRAND

GOLDEN CATE CARPET
Member C C B A

s o n ic i
TV>T At LA TiON

M csv*. 
o-Uv" 150

MAGIC MESSENGERS OF EASTER.
Let us brmg.it to you with MIME. MUSIC. 
& MAGIC 863-1419

SUNRISE RELOCATING. Delivery, 
hauling Large enclosed truck or pick
up available Reasonable rates 
647-4074

DROUX PHOTO. Sensitive portraits, 
portfolios Document improvements in 
property or physique 864-6769

EXPERT PAINTER
25 years experience Superior work 
References free estimate Reasonable 
rates Call Allied Perry. 346-0315

PIANO INSTRUCTION "
By experienced teacher and performer 
Popular and/or classicalmusic Reasonable 
rates Wally 285: 1710.

FENCEMENDER: Custom Redwood 
Fences. Decks. Path Construction Rich 
931-7161

STORAGE
Basement Storage 

Safe & Secure
m  974-6774 a

9 3 1 -0 2 9 5

ÌS^Utô odUniis

COMPLETE
JANITORIAL

SERVICES
Commercial & Residential

415/552-1964/332-5065
San Francisco, CA

carpet steam cleaning 
hardwood floors cleaned & waxed 

new construction clean-up 
home. apt. & office maintenance 

window washing

-^ M E fiC E N C V S E fíV tC E  
ALTERATIONS 
REMOOEUNG 

RENOVATIONS * 4
REPAIR (Al Type*)

RESIDENTIAL & 1
COMMERCIAL

i m i M
MAINTENANCE
A BftEUER ENTERPRISE

SHEETRQCK 
PLUM&NG

PAINTING cLOOPING . THING

COMPLETE
ELECTRICAL SERVICES
GENERAL WIRING & REPAIR

tottattea i  Sena «1: Security Oewce 
Automate Oxr S Gait Ooentors Smoke 
anc heat Detectors

FREE ESTIMATES
Let us make youndeas a realty

(415) 563-3886
Our 7th Year Serving Our Commurtty

Su Frinisca 
Tracina Ca.

MOVING AND STORAGE
• Experienced Men • Insured
• Enclosed Trucks and Vans 
Nearer Far •  Local Deliveries» Nearer Far « I

^  974-6772
References: Our Past Customers 

(75% of our calls are from 
^  pes. customers) ^

N E E D  H E L P ?
BUSINESS ADVISOR 
TROUBLE SHOOTER 

1st hour tree 
call RAY 864-6121

WE’LL TAKE 
YOUR LOAD

Relocation Service 
& Deliveries 

Since 1973 
Large Enclosed Van 

Reasonable Rates 
Friendly, Careful 

Service
Call Art 282-8085

M E E T T H A T  
S P E C IA L  G U Y !
Relationship Oriented 
Discreet •  Ages 21 • 60

David the 
MatchMater

Personalized Introductions 
for Goy Men since 1974

(415) 775-9169

Phoenix Hauling
Com plete H auling Service 
Two M en Large Truck
AVAILABLE 24 HOURS 
Local and  Long Distance

8 6 1 - 8 4 3 9

Lone 
Star

Plumbing
copper work

Victorian Remodeling 
Specialists

641-9234

IHYPNOStël

S h ovin g  Orí

SAH  FRANCISCO 
Moving i¡  Hauffng

285*9646

ira mesmerizinoi ,tM
Sell Hypnotist 864-6279

wceesslui UenOei Limited only by you> 
visualization and ihcimalion One Day 
Saturday Semmai Can Uy dales Prereg- 
miration raouired Custom private ses
sions available Lee Hangrave Certified 
Master Hypnohsi_________________

Under Hypnosis
You Can Vkauailza a Actualiza 

Looking Slim 4 Trim—

Lolling Mr. Right Find You- 
Protactlng Your Boat Sen-Imago- 

Joseph Mol. M A 647-0574
Certified College Instructor 

In Hypnosis and Hypnotheraov

OPEN MARKET
Name 

Address 

City. Slate 

Zip

Signature

m over 18 years ol age

Advertisements ottering employment rentals, real estate 
accomodations business opportunities goods ot services 
may not discriminate on the basis ot sex race, religion 
ancestry disability age sexual orientation or any criterion 
unrelated to the otter

Rarsonar ads and roommate ads may specify the preferences 
ol the advertisers regarding which traits they find desirable 
We urge you to state who or what you want instead ot who 
or what you don t want

(Slate law requires MAIL-ORDER ADVERTISERS to 
include legal business name and address Post office box 
alone Is

I»’* • a s i* r  t o  p la c e  yo u r  a d . Use one space for 
each w ord  Please type or print plainly 
We reserve the right to reject advertising which is 
objectionable or inconsistent w ith our policies

STYLE 1
SIX ROOM VICTORIAN, newly reno
vated flat Carpets, drapes, stove & re
frigerator *750, first, last, deposit Call 
555-1234. 6-8PM only Must have 
references

45C per word per issue
No extra charge for BOLD heading

STYLE 2
CLASSIC 1965 FORD MUSTANG 
CONVERTIBLE. RED BODY. BLACK 
TOP, WHITEWALLS, SOUPED-UP 
TRANSMISSION. REBUILT ENGINE.
GREAT BODY AND INTERIOR 
BEST OFFER. 555-6969.

S ty l«  1 

S ty l«  2

words 4* 45C 

words a 75C S S

3 3 .0 0
Classified ads iyiaynol be placed by phone Payment must accompany orders for classified ads Make check or 
money order payable to Th* SantU w l. Do not send cash Classified ads may be placed in person 
DEADLINE: 9 :0 0  P M. Friday b efo re  publication .

Clip and mail to The Sentinel. 500 Hayes Street. San Francisco, CA 94102
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Dancer-Choreographer: 
Stravinsky in Bloom

by Penni Kimmel
The career combination of dancer- 

choreographer is a cruelly demand
ing one. and opportunities for 
recognition are rare—unless, like 
Val Caniparoli, you happen to be a 
member of the San Francisco Ballet 
Company.

The April 6  opening of Program 
V will feature Val’s first work for 
the company, Love-Lies-Bleeding. 
(The evocative title comes from a 
flower of that name.) The world 
premiere is one of a number of new

pieces presented for this year's 
centennial celebration of the birth 
of Igor Stravinsky.

Caniparoli is between matinee 
and evening performances of The 
Tempest, scrubbed up from the 
part of King Alonzo. His name is 
still on the program as Pros pern, a 
somewhat confusing indication of 
the role flexibility of "character" 
dancers that Val seems to take for 
granted. His energy is kinetic, in 
warm storage.

■*When [director] Christensen 
proposed [the ballet music theme]

Inflation-Fighter Perm- 
''“"*$30 complete 
i Cut and bio—

Men and Women 
Men's short cut—$10
760 Market a t Grant 

Rm. 401-6. Phelan Bldg. 
362-5198 
Tues.-Sat.

Marc

a private men’s club 
membership S5

953 NATOMA
the alley north of Howard, • 

east of 11th St. 863-6440

last year. I was floored. The first 
thing I did was go out and buy 
every Stravinsky recording I could 
get my hands on and buried myself 
in them. It usually takes two to 
three weeks to choreograph a piece 
10 to 13 minutes long. This is 

. twice.the length, but it's been done 
in spurts for over a year.

"I'm getting a major chance. This 
shows you off right away." Val's 
first choreography, three years ago. 
was for the Living Dance Company 
of Tucson. Since then he has 
choreographed for the Pacific North
west Ballet and most recently. on a 
National Endowment for the Arts 
grant, for the Palo Alto Dance 
Theatre. A second NEA grant will 
bring him closer to home, creating 
for the Marin Ballet in his next off
season. weekend, spare-moment 
project. San Francisco is the real 
testing ground.

The unnerving part. Val thinks, 
“is working with a live orchestra 
for the first time. I'm using seven 
excerpts. Not cuts.” he insists, 
“complete sections. Cut music makes 
me cringe. Recordings are so much 
easier to deal with. With the 
orchestra you can't always choose 
what music you want. There are 
pieces you can't get permission to 
use. You have to stay in budget. 
And it helps.” he adds, “if the 
musicians like your choices. I got 
lucky on these."

Val Cariiparoli’s luck couldn't 
have much to do with it. His strong 
musical background is well supple
mented by an unusual grounding 
in track and field, which provides 
stamina for demanding technical 
roles.

From music theory at Washington 
State University. Val made a lateral 
move into theater and an unex
pected. unprepared-for leap into 
dance at the improbably advanced 
age of 20. All this is a sound base 
for conceiving a ballet in which 
"mood is central” against the linear 
complexities and wanton rhythms 
of Stravinsky's L 'Historie du Soldal. 
Pastoral and six other composi
tions.

Val evokes each mood variation 
in describing the sections: Venus 
Fly Trap. Vine. Belladonna ("in

three movements:cannabis, poppy, 
mescal” i. Rose '" the thorn part"). 
Tumbleweed. Crabgrass. Sun
flower.

“Sandra Woodall's costumes 
aren't at all literal." Val notes. 
"They're . . .  m inimal. . .  fabulous. 
Cal Anderson's sets are concepts 
such as you'd- see in time-lapse 
photography, a departure from just 
throwing something on a flat surface. 
I'm not playing it safe."'

Val is only the . latest of the 
company's dancer-choreographers. 
He. Betsy Erickson. Tom Ruud. 
John .VlcFall. and others are all 
augmenting, the input of original 
works introduced by the resident 
choreographers, directors Lew 
Christensen and Michael Smuin.

Seeing it from both sides. Val 
describes a  work atmosphere that
is. at the same time, highly charged 
and smoothly laid-back. The San 
Francisa > Ballet also has a reputat i< in 
of being integrated on all levels, so 
that it stimulates and nurtures 
extensions of the classic dance 
forms.

Val feels that “his" company 
works toward achieving a natural 
balance. Of male dance roles: “Bejart 
deals with men in dance more than 
anyone. He's been revolutionary in 
the area. But. of course. Michael 
[Snluin]. . .  more than Bejart lifts 
the men. but doesn't sacrifice the 
women.

"Gay roles are changing all over." 
Val agrees, "but it's not whether 
you're gay or straight, not, in this 
company. It’s incredibly like a 
family. Being gay is probably not 
even thought of. and I've never 
known anyone to get uptight about.
it. "

According to Val, this is more a 
natural effect of the company's 
cooperative effort than a conscious 
liberalism: “We're more used to 
role-changing in all things. I.guess. 
If someone gets sick, one of the 
leads, there 's a domino effect: 
everyone is ready to step into 
another role at a moment’s notice 
and to switch back and forth.

“I want to do more for the 
company." Val pronounces. “I've 
got a million ideas." He also says 
he loves to play, as must anyone

GET
HIM.
HIM Health and Immunity tor Men

who can use Stravinsky's Canon in 
D  for String Quartet to set a 
marijuana mood. The question 
remains where he will find the

time.
Love-Lies-Bleeding will be per
formed by the San Francisco Ballet 
April 6  through 11.

M II I 1 A l l  11 I M
I l I » if C I S I H

14151678 9444

fllfí
301 TURK ST. 775-3260

SAN FRANCISCO

ON CALL
ir F  24  HRs.
A  ron all your ^TRANSMISSIONS^

TRANSMISSION NEEDS. I  *
ALL MAKES* MODELS

T R A M C O

38

ATTENTION GAY MEN

San Francisco 
312117th ST.

TAKE IT FROM A PRO 
TAKE IT TO APRO 
TAKE IT TO TRAMCO

861-4710

NO WEEKEND 
ACTION ?

Well, drop your 
clothes and o il up 
fo r our Gay Sunday 
Midnight OH Party. 
Sunday night 
lockers fust S5.50 
Bring your own 
canned beer. No 
membership 
required. Hours: 
4pm Sunday to 8am 
Monday morning.
ID required.

IF  YOU HA VEN'T  
BEEN TO ONE OF 
OURSUNDAY  
NIG HT OIL 
P A R T IE S .. .YOU  
DO N'T KNOW 
WHAT YOU'VE  
BEEN MISSING

A Gay Resort

•  CABOS ft ROOMS
• HEATED POOL
• HOT TUB
• PRIVATE SUHDECK
• FIRESIDE LOUHGE
• GAME ROOM

« /P O O L  TABLE
•  3 BLOCKS FROM

• FREE COi niE IT & L

In Calif 800-652-1880 
«rte Box 346 • 14000 Woodland 

Drive • G ue me ville. CA 9S446 • 
Into 707-869-0333
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OPEN MARKET
K4G TRUCKERS. Relocate haul, deliver 
We clean yards, garages, basements. 

861-5148

MAGIC MESSENGERS OF EASTER.
Lei us bring it fo you with MIME, MUSIC. 
8 MAGIC 863-1419 STORAGE

Basement Storage 
Safe & Secure

m  974-6774 XTravel | Jobs Offered
Careful i  efficient. Reasonable rates 
evenings same price Call 821 -2691

HOME-CLEANING
S8/hour References Call Jay: 824-8662

hauling Large, enclosed truck or pick- 
,up available Reasonable rates 
647-4074

“Sentinel

A Guesthouse on the Russian River

Roommates

SHARE RENTALS in some beautiful 
Victorians. Haight & Fillmore districts 
S175 and up 864-0221 between 3 and 
5, Ask for James

Business Oppty
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Bar-Upper 
Haight Street Lie . entertainment, dance, 
pool, six pins 8 video Many improve
ments 566-7893 -

For Sale
LEVOLORS ■«

30% discount, 150 colors. Italian ceramic 
tiles, bath fixtures, decorator prices. 
621-8305.

BOA, 3 YRS OLD. 5 feet long, friendly 6 
cuddly, glass cage, heater, tree included 
S I50 Dallas864-7719. _

SUGARLESS DESSERTS that are deli- 
cious’7 Get 5 great recipes only $2 
Send to Simple nSweet. POB82823-S. 
San Diego. CA 92138

OPEN HOUSE - DUPLEX 
APRIL 3 8 4 

PANORAMIC VIEW 
POTRERO HILL 

123819th 
(415)543-8058 

STAR PROPERTIES

Personals

M assage
JUST MASSAGE 

BODYWORK.
ÖUT-ONLY -  CALL 621-6090

Models/Escorts

SPANKING. S20. 441-6299.

L IK E  T O  W A T C H ?
Tired of Porno?

Two hot blondes will perform 
•lor you Reasonable In or Out 

Can 474-6290.

WRITERS & REPORTERS 
FREELANCE

Send samples (xerox or with SASEI to 
The Sentinel. 500 Hayes. S F . 94102 
ATTN R Allred Do not phone

CARTOONIST, FREELANCE
Send samples (xerox or with SASEI to 
The Sentinel. 500 Hayes. S.F.. 94102 
ATTN: R. Alfred. Do not phone

NEWSPAPER AD SALES
With 6 months experience minimum 
Send resume to The Sentinel. 500 
Hayes. S F. CA 94102. ATTN Bill 
Beardemphl or phone for appointment. 
861-8100.

FOREIGN CAR MECHANIC, for estab- 
lished S F. gay garage Experience and 
tools necessary. Good salary and 
benefits Resume to mechanic. 39 
Marietta Dr . S F . 94127

COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR, the
National Gay Task Force is seeking a 
Communications Director. S/he will be 
responsible lor developing relations with 
gay and nongay media, overseeing 
production of the newsletter and other 
publications, preparing press releases 
and press conferences Qualified appli
cants should send resume, cover letter, 
and clippings to NGTF. 80 Fifth Ave. 
New York. NY 10011

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, the
National Gay Task Force is accepting 
applications for the position of Adminis
trative Assistant to the Executive Director 
S/he will serve as secretary and public 
liaison for the Executive Director. Appli
cants should have excellent communi
cations and clerical skills and the ability 
to deal personabty with the public 
Applicants should send resume to NGTF. 
80 Fifth Ave.. New York. NY 10011.

. Earn extra money at home in spare 
time. For free details send SASE to 
EXTRA MONEY-D. 14526 Sherman 
Way #1140, Van Nuys, CA 91405.

POLICE OFFICER-SFPD
*1950/month (entrance). Bay Area 
residency required. No special pro
cessing for lesbians/gay men.

GAY OUTREACH PROGRAM 
(415) 431-6500

HANDYMAN
Minor electrical, plumbing, and carpentry 
Call Alan. 864-1980

STOCKBROKER - JIM MOCK
Full service and discount rates Thomas 
F. While 8 Co.. Inc. 566-8634 Member 
NASD and SIPC

MIKE OF ALL TRADES ~
Handyman, painting. 8 housecleaning 
services Reasonable rates Mike. 
641-0520

EXPERIENCED TAX PREPARER
Individuals, self-employed'businesses. 
and rental property returns Very reason
able Call Joel. 864-1731.

HOUSEPAINTER ARTIST
Experienced custom work. Reasonable 
free estimate Ric 863-4089

PASI-LIFE 
regression/therapy
R. Lavin - hypnotherapist 
(415) 482-4044

P A IN TIN G
IN T E R IO R /E X T E R IO R
FAST, LOW COST, FREE EST. 

SPRAY PAINTING FOR LANDLORDS 
AND COMMERCIAL

C A L L  K E N 9 3 1 -0 2 9 5

COMMERCIAL
•  REFRIGERATION
•  HEATING
•  AIR CONDITIONING
•  VENTILATION

Two 3-room Victorian apartments
newly painted with high ceilings, large 
windows One garden apartment with 
wood burning stove *350. deposit, 
references Hayes Valley Call 6-8 P M 
864-6591

SfUDloT250‘ 419 Ivy St *  12 AEIC 
wall to wall carpels curtains shades, 
refrigerator, and stove included 
863-6262

Visa legal, simple For details send self- 
addressed stamped envelope to Capital 
Credit Box 1929 Dallas TX 75221

} FATHERLY, GENTLE. LOVING .•
39 w/m. hefly, seeks honfest slim son 
Inder 30. Jirti 1736 Ocean #31. S F 
CA94112

CHUBBIES AND CHASERS Meeting 
First and third Fridays at First Congrega- ‘ 
tional. Church. Post and Mason 6p m

'AFFECTIONATE RESPONSIBLE w/m.
54. would like to help blind student 
Don Box 31519. S F . CA 94131^

FAT GAY MEN: Problem-solving support 
group Thursdays San Francisco Info 

• Pacific Center 841-6224

IF Y0UVE READ Handbook to Higher 
Consciousness, perhaps you would like 
to iom our monthly gathering Call 1415l 
863-3655

ADAM. WELL DEFINED. 931-8615

DOUG. UN-CUT. HUNG. 885 *831.

1 BEDROOM. *350. 419 Ivy St #21 
AEK. wall to. .wall carpets, curtains, 
shades, refrigerator, and stove included 
863-6262

NEWLY RENOVATED STUDIOS Ex-
cellent views, security, bay windows, 
sundeck. Some wifh hardwood floors, 
some carpeted: take your pick *300 
Call between 3 and 5 only 864-0221 
Ask for James

1 BEDROOM. *350. 419 Ivy St #23 
AEK. wall to wall carpets, curtains, 
shades, refrigerator, and stove included 
863-6262

UNFURNISHED 3 bedroom apartment, 
renovated kitchen, rug S5l0/month 
On Sanchez in Castro area 863-3993 .

1 BEDROOM *350. 419 Ivy St #10 
■ AEK. wall to wall carpets, ci/rtains. 
shades.refrigerator. and stove included 
863-6262

1 BDRM HOUSE 2 decks, view, lovely, 
large garden *560 Noe Valley 174 
Fairmont 282-3110. 1

STUDIO. *300. 419 Ivy St. #14. AEK. 
wall to wall carpets, curtains, shades, 
refrigerator and' stove included • 
863-62.62

S595 EXTRA LARGE 3 bedroom, sunny 
Victorian Fireplace wall to wall carpeting 
yard 921-8621 or 431-8076

LARGE STUDIO. *300. 542 Linden 2 
rooms'plus bath Stove and refrigerator 
included 863-6262

4 BEDROOM den. living room, dining 
•room. bath.and . . wall to wall carpeting 
garbage disposal dishwasher yard, and 
deck Sunny Victorian *895 921-8621 
or 431-8076

SMALL 1 BEDROOM. 562 Hayes #1.. 
*350 Hardwood floors tile kitchen floor 
curtains and shades included. 863-6262

PAINTING
INTERIOR EXTERIOR 
REASONABLE RATES 

REFERENCES 
MARK 7SI-7363

TAXES all states financial planning by 
appointment m&f messages call 
641-0895 Twenty years of sensitive 
service L-EE MAYRAND

Angelo 's Boutique & 
Hairstyling For Men 

& Women.

673-7628 
600 Ellis

431-5566 
3931-18th

G E M IN I
M O V E R S

5 YEARS 
O F R E tlA B L E  «  

FRIENDLY SERVICE 

JOHN VIC
(415) 92S-5609 (415)5524425

TAX S E R V IC E

Caffoma License «379957-

Residential 
Commercial 
Quality Work

(4 1 5 )  9 2 9 - 1 1 4 8  
(4 1 5 )  5 6 7 - 4 0 9 7

E L E C T R I C

GOLDEN GATE CARPET
Member C.G.B.A.

Jerry Figel
SALES .

SERVICE
INSTALLATION

Business
586 -4893 648-7150

EXPERT PAINTER
25 years experience Superior work 
References, free estimate Reasonable 
rales Call Alfred Perry. 346-0315

PIANO INSTRUCTION r _
By experienced teacher and performer 
Popular and/or classicalmusic Reasonable 
rales Wally 285-1710

FENCEMENDER: Custom Redwood 
Fences. Decks. Path Construction. Rich 
931-7161

î dto^oSmds

COMPLETE
JANITORIAL
SERVICES

Commercial & Residential 

415/552-1964/332-5065
San Francisco, CA

carpet steam cleaning 
hardwood floors cleaned & waxed 

new construction clean-up, 
home, apt. & office maintenance 

window washing

—=EMEHGENCVJiEfiViCE 
ALTERATIONS 
REMODEUNG 

RENOVATIONS 
REPAIR (Al Type*)

RESIDENTIAL &
COMMERCIAL

MAINTENANCE
A BREUER ENTERPRISE

CARPENTRY SHEETR0CK
GLASSWORK ,  PLUMBING
PAINTING FLOORING - TILING

COMPLETE
ELECTRICAL SERVICES
GENERAL WIRING & REPAIR 

Insulation & Savin of: Security Oewes. 
Automatic Dot & Gate Operators. Smoke 
and Heat Detectors

FREE ESTIMATES
Let us make your ideas a reality ' '

(415) 563-3886
Our 7th Year Serving Our Community

S u  Frinisce 
T rntiai ce.

MOVING AND STORAGE
• Experienced Men • insured
• Enclosed Trucks and Vans 
NeauSr Far •  Local Deliveries

974-6772
References: Our Past Customers 

(75% of our calls are from 
past customers)

Established 1973 
HOUSEHOLD & OFFICE 

PACKING SERVICE

N E E D  H E L P ?
BUSINESS ADVISOR 
TROUBLE SHOOTER 

1st hour free 
call RAY 864-6121

WE’LL TAKE 
YOUR LOAD

Relocation Service 
& Deliveries 

Since 1973 
Large Enclosed Van 

Reasonable Rates 
Friendly, Careful

Cull Art SerV“ e 282-8085

M E E T T H A T  
S P E C IA L  G U Y !
Relationship - Oriented 
Discreet •  Ages 21-60

David the 
MatchMater

Personalized Introductions 
for Gay Men since 1974

(415) 775-9169

Phoenix Hauling
Com plete Hauling Service 
Two M en Large Truck
AVAILABLE 24 HOURS 
Local and  Long Distance

8 6 1 - 8 4 3 9

Victorian Remodeling 
Specialists

641-9234

H Y P N O S I S !
l _ F R E E 8 H O C W 5  :.15) 5554152 ,1

¿M oving O il 
cW itii<7fori.

SAN FRANCISCO 
Moving & Hauling

285-9846

10 Be a non-xmokei 
4 T-xnited only by your

SituiOjy Seminar Call loi dales Preieg-

er Hypnotist

Under Hypnosis '
You Can ViaualUa *  Actuate«: 

Looking Sum A Trim— 
Giving Up Umoantad Habits-  
Letting Mr. Right Find You- 

Prolecting Your Beat Salt-Image-  
Joaaph mat. M.A. «47-0574 
Certified College Instructor 

In Hypnosis and Hypnotherapy

OPEN MARKET

I cenify that I am over 18 years of age.

Signature . _____ ;______, • ' •

Advertisements offering employment, rentals, real estate, 
accomodations, business opportunities, goods, or services 
may not discriminate on the basis of sex. race, religion, 
ancestry, disability, age. sexual-orientation, or any criterion 
unrelated to the offer

Personal ads and roommate ads may specify the preferences 
of the advertisers regarding which traits th^y find desirable 
We urge you to state who or what you want instead of who 
or what you don't want

(State law requires MAIL-ORDER ADVERTISERS to 
include legal business name and address. Post office box 
atone is not acceptable.)

It’* e a s ie r  t o  p la c e  y o u r  a d . Use one space for 
each w ord  Please type or print plainly 
We reserve the right to reject advertising which is 
objectionable o r inconsistent w ith our policies

STYLE 1
SIX ROOM VICTORIAN, newly reno
vated tlat. Carpets, drapes, stove & re- 

. frigerator. *750. first, last, deposit Call 
555-1234. 6-8P.M only. Must have 
references •

45« per word per’issue
No extra charge for BOLD heading

STYLE 2
CLASSIC 1965 FORD MUSTANG 
CONVERTIBLE. RED BODY. BLACK 
TOP. WHITEWALLS. SOUPED-UP 
TRANSMISSION. REBUILT ENGINE.
GREAT BODY AND INTERIOR.
BEST OFFER. 555-6969.

S t y l« 1 _  

S ty le  2

—words @ 45C =_?_ 

_  words @ 75« = .*_

9 3 .0 0  M inimum
Classified ads may not be placed by phone Payment must accompany orders for classified.ads Make check or 
money order payable Jo Th« S e n tin e l. Do not send cash Classified ads may be placed m person 
« « « « L I N k :  6 : 0 0  P.M . F rid ay  b « fo r ,  pu b lica tion .

Clip and mail to The Sentinel. 500 Hayes Street. San Francisco. CA 94102

f
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GREAT 3-W A Y SPEAKER SYSTEM (Model 995)

W ith Sound Quality So 
Fantastic You W on’t 

Believe Your Ears!

Giant size cabinets give rich resonant 
sound to fill even the largest room.

$149 each [$298 for the pair].

Although these t n a r a n i z -  
speaker systems are rather large for 
the average room, their beautiful 
walnut grain color blends well with 
any decor.

These speakers are one of Marantz's 
exceptionally good values. They are not simply 
a “good speaker"; thay are exceptionally 
High Quality speakers that produce far better 
sound than many other brands of speakers on 
the market.

SO POWERFUL THEY CAN BE USED WITH 
THE MAJORITY OF RECEIVERS ON THE 
MARKET.

5 YEAR SERVICE POLICY INCLUDED FREE!!!

PRICE WAR!

You can have y o u r choice  of 
ANY ONE OF THE BRANDS of
receivers show n below, fo r on ly

[that’s 
right, only 
one dollar],

for a PIONEER Receiver, 
or a SONY Receiver, 

or a MARANTZ Receiver, 

or a TECHNICS Receiver, 
or an AKAI Receiver,
or a KENWOOD Receiver, 
or a JVC Receiver,

or a YAMAHA Receiver, 
or an ONKYO Receiver.

with the purchase of one 
pair of the speakers shown 
above, at the prices shown above 
of *149 per speaker

FOR EXAMPLE:
This Marantz Model SR3100 has a sizzling 

powerful 2 channel total o f:
70 W ATTS RMSÜ! •

DUAL SPEAKER CONTROL

FUNCTION SELECTOR

Go to any other stereo store in the city and ask 
if they will sell you this same receiver, (brand new), 
for less than the manufacturer's list price of $350.0(L

But now, it's yours for only ONE DOLLAR 
when you buy one pair of the speaker systems shown above, 
at the price advertised above.
The SPEAKERS are $149 each, for a total of $298 for the PAIR. 
Thus, your complete cost for the two speaker systems AND 
the receiver comes to a total of $299.

ALL of the  advertised receivers and speakers are BRAND NEW. in FACTORY SEALED 
CARTONS. They are NOT used; NOT factory seconds, NOT scratched or b lem ished. 
They are the  NEWEST MODELS AVAILABLE, in some brands.

If you prefer OTHER BRANDS OF SPEAKERS, we also have many 
other brands with the receivers available for $1 with speakers purchase.
Thus, you can purchase selected models of LINEAR SOUND, SONIC, SOUND TEC, JBL 
902, etc. in various price ranges; and still get a wide choice of receivers for $1. 

_______________ Limit: one receiver per customer!

In some brands, we have a cho ice  o l d iffe re n t m odels ava ilab le Supp lies o f som e m odels are  lim ited , so h u rry  in  fo r best se le ction

M ORE
GOOD

NEWS!!!

The wattage ratings shown above are for both channelscombined.*TH E WATTAGE FOR EACH 
C H A N N E L  IS 35 WATTS PER CHANNEL IN TO  8 OHMS MINIMUM  
CO NTINO US POW ER OUTPUT FROM 20 Hz to 20 ,000 H z N O  MORE THAN 
.0004 TOTAL H A R M O N IC  DISTORTION.____________________________ _

O tet / 6 t t i  “2feaa  £ ( U  a t  tAed S a m e  ^ a e a t ta a

2555 IRVING STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
(one block South of Golden Gate Park, at 27th Avenue]

OPEN MON. THRU SAT. 10:00 A M  to 6:00 PM SUNDAYS 11:00 A M  to 5:00 PM

f
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